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ABSTRACT 

The international development effort so far has been based primarily 
on investment and technology - or, more ex~ctly, on tne injection of 
investment and the transfer of technology. The people affected, whether 
as target populations or by contingent processes, have on the basis of the 
assumption of shared rationality been expected to adapt themselves both 
as individuals and as groups to the resulting new conditions and to develop 
new structural_forms that would facilitate the. optimum operation of the 
new technology. Within this paradigm of development, few specific projects 
and probably no large situations can be claimed as unqualified successes. 
Local populations have not responded as expected. A common reason has been 
that their motivation is embedded in a social structure that was an integral 
part of the traditional production system and is not adaptive to the new 
technology. The reaction of planners and others responsible for the 
development process has typically been to attempt to enforce legally the 
application of the new technology; but in many cases, legal enforcement 
is frustrated. Where output has increased, living standards of significant 
proportions of the affected population have tended to decline in relative 
terms as the result of inadequate distribution of wealth and attendant 
increases in social and cultural inequity. Environmental problems have been 
common concomitants of these processes, conspicuously so in the special 
conditions of arid lands: waterlogging and salinity have accompanied the 
large-scale development of irrigation; range deterioration has reversed 
the effects of pastoral development, and soil erosion has followed the 
mechanization of agriculture. In recent years, a general consciousness of 
the urgency of these environmental problems has developed. At the same time, 
it has been gradually realized that there is a corr~lation between the 
environmental and the social problems associated with the development process. 

In this paradigm of development, the quality of social life and the 
quality of the environment are two major components of total food production 
systems that have not received major attention, and the conclusion that this 
inattention was responsible for the disappointment of the development record 
so far is inescapable. This conclusion has been recognized and discussed 
with increasing urgency in the 1970s but so far no generally accepted 
principles have been formulated for assessing either environmental or social 
quality. The continuing discussion directs attention towards the apparent 
correlation between environmental and social quality .and suggests the 
hypothesis that the reconstruction of the one might be achieved by the 
development of the other. Partial support for.such a hypothesis comes from 
the observation that individual and group responsibility for resources 
derives from local perceptions and that local perceptions vary from one 
cultural situation to another as a function of social processes. 

Such a hypothesis which, in recent years, especially since the 
tragedies that followed the Sahelian drought, has become more and more 
evident as the philosophical underpinning of discussions on development, is 
changing our paradigm. The most conspicuous aspect of the change is the 
attention now given to the human, social or cultural, as distinct from the 
purely economic or technological factors. The argument here seeks to 
formulate in practical terms the new paradigm that is emerging. The difference 
between the old and the new paradigms is less a difference in aims than in 
the implicit definition of a system eligible for development. Such a 
system should be defined by identifying its components as 
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(a) natural resources, (b) the technology of production and the investment 
that it requires, (c) production, distribution, consumption and perception -
that is, the labour and culture of the associated human populations. In 
the new paradigm it is (c) - ·the human component - that defines the boundaries 
of the _system eligible for development. 

The new paradigm is sociocentric instead of technocentric. The 
natural resources in a production system are culturally selected and 
defined. Development is likely to involve change in orientation towards 
those resources and therefore also modification of their selection and 
definition. By technology is meant here the techniques (including the use 
of equipment) that mediatE between labour and resources in the production 
process. Investment is the input of money and labour for engineering and 
equipment that is necessary to get the system going, and is thus distinguished 
frpijl opj;ration. Although there·are attempts to generate development 
endogenously, development is invariably exogenous. Planners plan for com
munities to which they themselves do not belong. Development involves the ., 
i~troduction of foreign technology and investment. But the human resource 
(which in most 'cases should be the local population, if they are not to 
suffer diS:p_fu cement) is central to the: operation of the system be fore, during 
and afte.r 'development. The human resource both provides the labour of 
producti:ori and di~tribution and generates the perception that manages and 
dix:ects> the system and' ~lso determines some of the consumption. 

Development r~quires· cat'eful ·p1anning for the ,integration of these 
three sets of variables. 'l'he plan.ning: 1may be external but must give 
primacy to the human component·'Wi thout which the other components are 
li~ely to be ineffectual. Planning must, therefore, involve the participation 
of· the target population. Participation as a social process is inevitably 
structured. in the· sense tha:t it :;is· emb~dded in a social st~ucture. In order 
to achieve participation it ·is nec~ssary· to facilitat~ the development of . 
suitable stru~tures.-: :The orgai:l:iZation of participation is, likely to be · · 
more successxul if it""includes, incentives. Finally, this organization 
must evolve through the stages of planning and implementation into .an 
administrative form of organization that will comprehend the new (developed) 
production system and generate values: or forms. of perception that will 
direct and maintain it. · · 

This argument is illustrated in accounts o~ selected mater~~l from 
the two most significant land-use development processes in south-west Asia -
irrigation and pastoralism. Major cases are developed from the experience 
of irrigation in Pakistan and pastoralism in Iran. Different experience 
with similar problems from situations in Afghanistan and India are also 
discussed briefly in order to develop a comparative perspective. 
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I' INTRODUCTION 

The history of land use in the arid lands of south-nest Asia provides 

good documentation of the evolution of current ertvironmental condi~ions 

and of the problenlS thae confront planners and that will complicate develop

ment in the coming decades. Based on this documentation, the present paper 

interprets two general processes of development which are implicated in 

economically serious environmental problems in the region. The aim of the 

interpretation is to contribute to·the rethinking of the development effort 

and to formulate a position that will be more productive of ecologically 

efficient development in the future. 

Dissatisfaction with the results of the development effort as it has 

been pursued generally since the 1940s has beconva increasingly vocal in · 

the present decade. Awareness of the role of development in the Sahelian 

tragedy, and in desertification generally, has been a major factor in this 

increase. The United Nations Conference on Desertification,l1.which demonstrated 

that desertification is a threat to the over-ail ptoductivity of the world's 

rene~able natural resources, provided a synthesis of existing knowledge and 

of: technologies for the solution of desertification problems, and mobilised 

an international effort to apply them• Desertification was represented in the 

Corlference as one particula~ly serious type of environmental damage that has 

been inadvertently furthered by the development proeess, but that can ·~e halted 

and ravaged land reclaimed in terms of what is known now. All that remains 

is the political will and determination to do it'~. Each of the countries of 

south-west_ Asia participated fully in the Conference and has contributed to 

the Transnational Project to MOnitor Desertification Processes and Related 

Natural Resources. in Arid and Semi-Arid Areas of south•west Asia, which is a 

major component of the follow up (see annex). 

In analyses of problem situations deriving from development projects) 

a number of correlations have been made between environmen·t-al and social. 

or human degradation. Whatever the causal relationships between environmental 

and social variables, although the economic costs of environmental problems 

can be estimated fairly reliably in terms of lost production, the social, cul

tural and phychological costs are difficult to quantify usefully. These non

economic costs generate rearrangements in the distribution of populations and 

/in 
!/ ·secretariat of the United Nations Conference on Desertification, 

''Report of the Conference," A/Conf.' 74/36. (Nairobi, UNEP, 1971); and 
Secretariat. of .the United ~htions Confer~.;ncc on Dcn.ertification, 

Desertification: itt eausea gad Conseguencec, (~ford: Pergaoon Press, 1977). 
1/ Secretariat of the United Nations Conference on Desertification, 

Desertification: its causes and consequences, ~· c!t• p. 61. 
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in social groupings, which will affect future living standards and production 

levels in ways we cannot predict. The long-term relationship between trends 

in living standards and environmental perception, and 

between perception and responsibility for resources, although difficult to 

demonstrate conclusively, seems ~priori undeniable. This is particularly 

the case in sou·th-we.s-t h.siawhere the inter-relation of ecological and social. 

problems can be seen in the perspective of· ten or so ~illennia of-human re

sidence and food production. 

From the sociological point of view, the land-use situations that demand 

development and generate environmental problems may be divided.into twc 

types. The most common is a traditional mode of production that has remained 

essentially unchanged by modernisation except insofar as it is related to a 

larger economic system with which its terms of trade have changed - which is 

the case with most pastoral systems. There is a significant difference between 

this type and the situation where a new technology was introduced under a 

colonial administration, as is the case in most large-scale irrigation systems. 

The difference lies in the relationship between the social structure of the 

population and the requirements of the technology. 

In the former type, there is likely to be a high degree of congruence 

between the social structure of the population and the requirements of the 

technology, because they have co-evolved over a number of generations. '' 

Introduction of a new technology, or of technological modification, or even 

an increased level of investment into the system, is likely to upset the 

systemic balance between cultural and ecological variables - whether or not 

the system is in equilibrium. The results of such a perturbation are difficult 

to predict. In the Sahel, in combination with other factors including prolonged 

dr0Ught,~the result was a major disaster. 

In the latter type, populations were constituted on newly created 

resource systems and left to work out for themselves from the assorted 

cultural. baggage they had brought with them not only an adaptive social 

structure, but a suitable agricultural technology. The introduction of 

perennial irrigation on a large scale in the Punjab in the nineteenth century 

by means of industrial age engineering serves well as ~n example. The 

structure Of. ·s-ocial rela-tions with which .the population embarked on the 

•application of the new technology did not facilitate the necessary types of 

co-operation and leadership • 
• 

/In 
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In these two types, discontinuity between the existing structure and the 

exotic intrusion occurs at different points in the system and may, therefore~ 

require different solutions. 

If a development project not only demands social forms not facilitated 

by the soci~l structure of a rural population, but actUally causes perturbation 

in that structure, there is a risk that the social unit will disintegrate and 

be lost. As a result, conflict and migration are likely to increase; morale 

will decline; and there are broader repercussions. Existing urban problems 

are exacerbated and food production suffers because reconstitution of the 

population requires heavy financial incentives and increases considerably the 

costs of production., 

If the value of the human resource is accepted, it is necessary also 

to understand the nature of that resource, especially the dynamics of individual 

group motivation. A particularly important factor in motivation is participation. 

Further, encouragement of the population to participate in the solution of their 

interrelated social and ecological problems will reduce the cultural discrimina

tion suffered generally by relatively sparse populations in arid lands. This 

discrimination, which is a function of the economic gap between city and desert 

affects their morale and their sense of responsibility for their resources 

because it reduces (in their perception) their range of possible options. 

Acceptance of the value of the human resource in arid lands is a possible public 

policy strategy and, as such, should be seen as the political key to the probleos 

of environment and development. Before illustrating its potential efficacy 

by reference 'to specific representative problems in the arid lands of soutb-.-weet 

Asia, it will be useful to discuss briefly in general terms what this acceptance 

entails. The following paragraphs, therefore, discuss some basic concepts 

and explain the choice of material as a basis for the interpretation that follows. 

A. BASIC CONCZ.PTS 

Development implies planning for increased economic activity which, 

whether or not it is directly associated with food production, tends to increase 

pressure on natural resources, if only because it increases demand. Any develop-

. ment, therefore, is likely to lead to environmental problems and should be based 

on careful co-operation between economists and ecologists. However, because'of 

their different orieni~tions, economists and ecologists have developed different 

approaches to development. Economists base their arguments on the need to increase 

the distributional aspects of economic activity (though this does not of course 

/necessarily 
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necessarily mean that they aim for egalitarian distribution of wealth); ecologists 

emphasite production, but they are concerned that increase on one level should not 

prejudice production at lower levels - that !s, pri~ry productivity is given 

priority over secondary productivity and secondary over tertiary. A synthesis o.f 

these two orientations in the development planning process would be an-,important 

step towards a theory of environmentally efficient development. 

Both the economist and the ecologist focus relatively narrowly on specific 

variables on the basis of which they extrapolate. general processes. All ~isciplines 

have basic·yardsticks which make them sensitive to·part.icular aspects of behaviour,. 

Economists are sensitive to the degree to which people maximize economic options; 

ecologists are sensitive to the degree to which they maintain the productivity of 

particular resources. These yardsticks restrict their ability to take full account 

of purely social or cultural variables, such as the effects of different social 

structures on the individual's resp~nse to economic incentives or the condition of 

a local r~ource. Extrapolation of the general from the particular is the essence of 

s~ient~fic activity, but it has been increasingly recognized in recent years that the 

narfowness of focus that extrapolates general processes from disciplinarily limited 
'. 

studies has led to failures of prediction. The present _argument seeks to correct 
-~ . . 

thi.s bias, and presents the motivation and felt needs of individuals and the dynamics 

of social and cultural processes that derive from them as the least understood 

variables in the total systems that are the focus of development planning. Insofar 

as they generate the political process that determines public policy, these variables 

.should be at the centre of our attention. This argument suggests that we should 

see~. to formulate a sociocentric approach towards the solution of environmental 

problems in development - an approach which starts from the analysis of perceptions 

and interests of the social groups involved rather than from the assumptions of 
-~ 

outsiders. Commitment to a sociocentric approach may also be the best way of ensur

ing the participation of loc~l populations in the development process. 

The physical processes that lead to the basic environmental problems 

in arid lands (water-logging, salinity, the qualitative and quantitative 

decline of vegetation cover, wind and water erosion, and the accumulation 

and movement o·f sand), the immediate causes of these processes. (such as over

grazing, over-irrigation) and the technical solutions to them are a11 generally 
J 

understood. The ove.r.,.all position taken at the United Nations Conference. was 

that we have the knowledge and the technology; we must organize its application. 

This position can be misleading. It suggests that the knowledge and technology 

are separate entities that can be injecte4 into p~pulations that are diagnos,ed 

as needing them. However, where technology transfer has failed, it is partly 

because the meaning of the·kn~ledge and the ap,plication of the technology are 

culturally specific and cannot be transferred ~ Q12£ from one cultural context 
/to 
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to another. A sociocentric approach to the social and cultural processes 

that have led to deser-tification uill allow scientific analysis in terms of 

the perception of the involved population and generate solutions (partly 

by means of technology transfer) with their participation. We have come 

a long way from the accusations of ignorance and irrationality whereby the 

investigator faced with the failure of a project in effect threw up his 

hands and cast both the responsibility for failure and the burden of explanation 

on ~he people who were the object of his study. Nevertheless, very little 

work has yet been done on environmental perception and the analysis of social 

and cultural processes that have led to desertification. 

When considering the relationship between human populations and 

th~ir environment, social scientists generally tend ·to assume that it is 

adaptive and seek to analyse it according to certain general principles 

of adaptation but the quality of the relationship varies to the extent that 

adaptation (which is· a term imported from the natural sciences and arbitrarily 

given trans-disciplinery efficacy) ceases to be useful. Increase in economic 

activity involves increase in the use o£ money as a gener~l medium of exchange, 

and, therefore breaks down any remaining boundaries of. autarchy between 

popula~ions and involves them more and more in wider and wider economic 

universes as they develop tastes for and become dependent upon new pro~qcts 

and the resources ,of a larger geographical area. The process is generally 

accompanie~ by significant and sustained growth in population. It leads 

inevitably to a change in relationship between the population and the natural 

resources on which it depends. If an autarchic population depletes its 

resources, it faces ecological ruin and subsequent disintegration unless 

it can migrate to or develop new resources. Once it wakes the transition to 

n level of socio•economic · ·: integration where the economic opportunities 

in a larger social universe are more important than the immediate natural 

resources, _r~tionality no longer necessarily dictates conservationist techni

ques of exploitation. This change in the ecol9gical relations of human 

populations has been described in evolutionary terms as the ecological 
. 3/ 

transition.-
/Before 

J/ John w. Bennett, The Ecological Trapsition: Cultural Anthropology 
Hunan Ad~~tation (L9~don~ Pergamon Press, 1976). 
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Before this transition, the community organizes its resources in'the 

idiom of kin relations. Ethnographic cases where group solid~rity t~ke!l:; 
precedence over individual acquisitiveness and ambition are common. In 

recent years it has been argued that in this condition where ownership of 

r~sources is not individualised, there is a natural tenden-cy to over .. exploit 

because each individual assumes that what he does not consume himself will be 

consumed by others who will.thereby gain an economic advantage' over hitn• This 

idea has been promoted in the phrase. 11the tragedy of the commons" as having 

significant explanatory power for the analysis of environmental problems. 

Like adaptation, however, its application is limited since-there are tradi

tional pastoral situations (such as among the Kirghiz nomads in northeast 
. 4/ 

Afghanistan)) where the social system has effectively conserved resources 

and avoided overgrazing and there are-situations with private ownership 

(such as the history of agriculture in the American West) where degradation 

has been significant. 

As a population progresses through the ecological transition from 

subsistence production to a cash economy, cultural values change and conflict 

may occur between the interests of prorluction groups on either side! Such 
-, . ' 

conflict is in itself not only s~cially disruptive but leads to abandonment 

or neglect of resources which can also cause degradation. 

On the modern side of _.the transition, however, the level and complexity 

of organisation change. The market is the integrating factor in a much larger 

socio-economic universe; kinship and community are no longer sufficient 

organizing principles; the tragedy of. the commons is a real danger (though 

priv~te ownership does not necessarily mitigate it); and administrative forms 
., t.,'· 

of..-social organization are developed for specific productive purposes from 

St!'.a-11 agricultural enterprises to large :multinational corporations)/ This 

qualitative change in forms of organization is a factor of great significance 
:,•,,; 

in the evolu~ion of man-environment relations •. 

/Although 

!f./ M. Naz~f Shahrani, "Ethnic relations and acc·!;!ss to resources in 
northeast Badakhshan", J.W. /mdErfson ann r~c.'F •. Strand (e"ds.), Ethnic Processes 
and Intergroup Relations. in Con"temporary Afghanistan. Occasional· Paper No. 15 
(New York, Afghanistan Council of the Asia Society, 1978 ), PP• 15-25. 

!J..f A.F .c. vlallace, Administrative Forms of Social Organization (Reading, 
Massachusetts, Addison-Wesle~, 1971). 
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Although organization will receive more attention later, it is 

introduced>here not only ln order to explain better the concept of the 

ecological transition, but to put i~to perspective the concept of equilibrium. 

Equilibrium, like adaptation, is commonly extended fr.om purely ecological 

studies to comprehend human populations, but it can be misleading if 

applied to populations tha~.have passed through the transition, for it 

focuses on the immedi&te r~~~tionship between a human population and 

the natural resources it exploits; whereas on the one hand this relationship 

is arbitrarily abstracted from a .system that incorporates a much larger 

universe, and on the other hand, the human population is itself not a unit, 
. . 6/ 

but divided into competing interest groups.-

Ecosystems and human use systemS are rarely, -.if evert co-terminous, 

and never so on the modern side of the transittonl./ nucon 

use systems (for example, a system of transhuman pastoralism or of modern 

cash cropping and marketing) commonly integrate two or more ecosystems. 

At present and future levels of economic integration, competing economic 

interests and natural resources \vill always be resolved by political 

processes. Development is itself a political process. An.ecolagical cause 

takes precedence over the political process only when it is espoused by 

a politically successful group. This is·a truism, but the qbverse requires 

serious attetltion: ecological damage, 'also a political process, occurs not 

because its perpetrators are irrational, but because (on the modern side of 

the transition) they are pursuing their political interests rationally in 

a univer~e wider than the immediate ecosystem. If this hypothesis is valid, . . 
. it would imply that given the necessary technical expertise, the answer to 

environmental problems in development, and in modernisation generally, lies 

in the political process. Even though we may be witnessing the continuing 

growth in global consciousness of the significance of environmental problems 

(the institution of the United Nations Environment Programme is an indicator 

.of an earlier stage of this process), it is essential to harness it politically 

at all intellectual levels· of the world cotiJl'!l.tnity. 

The political process depends on participation, organization, and 

the formulation of public policy. The question of participation has 

received considerable attention in recent years in the United Nations and 

t ·~. 
/other 

6/ William Tucker, "Environmentalism and the leisure class: protecting 
birds, fishes, and above all social priv~lege ", Harpers, 255 (1531): 49 
(December, 1977). 

II UNESCO, "Task force on 
the MAB Progranu.re, final report", 

the contribution of the social sciences to 
~.B Report Series, No. 17 (Paris, 1974). 

} .... 
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8/ 
international forums.- Organization is a somewhat recondite subject that is 

studied from different angles by a handful of exclusive social science disci

.plines•· Public policy is perhaps the least developed of the three as a field 

of scientific discussion. 

The discussions that have taken place so far on participation need to 

be developed further in order to show why it is essential and how it can be rea

lised. It has already been susgested that commitment to a sociocentric approach 

will help to ensure participation but participation in decision-making and planning 

requires explicit orsanizational structuring. The development of suitable 

structures has certain implications. First, it suggests a holistic approach to 

production systems: that they should be analysed as integrated systems involving 

natural and human resources as well as other components such as capital. Secondly, 

culturnlvariation fror~ one social group to another presupposes that a sociocentric 

approach must also be culturally relative. Each social group by participating 

fully in decision-making and planning relevant to its 'own production system; 

encouraged by the sociocentric approach of the planners, will assert its own 

cultural values which will differ to a greater or lesser extent from those asserted 

by other groups. The cultural independence and tolerance that will be thus 

promoted will have the beneficial effect of reducing cultural discrimination which 

is currently the norn~l condition between politically dominant and marginal groups, 

especially discrimination of urban against rural populations. 

It is interesting to note here that there has been a tendency for success

ful societies in arid lands to be politically independent and not dominat~d by 

political centres in less arid areas. The rise of nation states has, in some 

regions, led to a re-drawing of boundaries by which arid areas have lost their 

political independence, or their independence has been reduced. Where this has 

happened, for example in the Sahara and the Sahel, marginalization has occurred 

in the sense that the arid areas have beco~e economically peripheral and politi

cally dependent on centres in less arid areas and local strategies of resource 

use have suffered as a result of the econooic influence of external interests. 

Even where boundaries have not changed significantly, such as in Iran and 

Afghanistan, the modernization of conmunications has changed the relationship 

/"letween 

~/: Cf. for example, United Nations Economic and Social Council, 
Commission for Social Development, "Popular participation and its practical 
implications for development", Progress report of the Secretary~General 
(Geneva; 17 January-4 February 1977). 
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between the more arid, sparsely populated areas and the major political 

centres in such a way that these areas have suffered losses, not only in 

de facto autonomy, but in the self-confioence and morale on Which long-term 

strategies of resource use must be based. A significant exception to this 

process in the modern period is seen in the political evolution of the 

United States Where populations in arid areas, such as Utah, have been able 

to form states with equal representation in the United States Senate with 

·.the most populous states of the union. 

The problem of organizing participation in approached here as a 

problem of developing new forms of social organization or structures that 

will serve specific purposes, and will fit within the general framework of 

the existing social structure, based on kinship and community. This general 

framework is referred to hero as the general form of organization and .the 

new forms are called "special". Special or administrative forms of orgaruza

tion generally, such as those represented in the organizational charts of; 

large firms, since they are designed for specific production objectives, 

depend for their success on the insulation of each individual in his position 

on the chart from the influences of the external social structure in which his 

everyday life is embeded. In order to maintain this insulation, and aisci 

to obviate the hindering effects of personal relationships that develop between 

people who work together, it is cor~on for individuals to be moved frequently 

to different positions on the chart where they will carry out similar but 

different functions "interfacing" with different people, and for the chart 

to be continually modified to maintain and improve efficiency. This concept 

of'insulation explains the most serious difficulties that have been experienced 

iri''a.ttempts to develop the use of new agricultural technologies in the context 

of traditional social forms. The formation of water-user associations to 

solve cnvironmentdl problems caused by inefficient irrigation in Pakistan, . 

which is discussed in detail below, shows how this concept might be applied.2/ 

/There 

2/ Douglas J. Nerrey, "Reorganizing local level water management in 
Pakistan, a case study prepared for symposium on Desertification and Anthropolo
gy" (Jodhpur, Central Arid Zone Research Institute, 1978). 
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There is a sense in which a community has not one s9cial structure, 

but several. Each member of a cornnunity has a repertoLe of different roles 

which changes according to his stutus6 As situations change, he moves from 

one role to another. According to the task that is being performed, the 

people involved each play a particular role from their repertoire. As a 

group, they develop a structural pose (comparable to a special form of 

organization) that is one particular realization of the underlying structurep 

(or general form of organization) of the co~nity. A community of trans-

humant pastoralists would take on one structural pose at a wedding, characteri~ed 

by the fact that the wedding symbolises a new alliance in a series of which 

each one modifies the constellation of interest groups that generate the politi

cal process; the same community would take on a different structural pose at 

a meeting for making decisions or resolving differences about the timing of 

a migration, where a different type of expertise would come into play. If 

the same community turned from transhuwant grazing to perennial irrigation, it 

would develop a series of new structural poses, but without the benefit of 

relevant expertise. The introduction of water-user associations in Pakistan 

should be seen as sn attempt both to provide the expertise and to develop a 

special form of organization. The organizational problem is to design the 

water-user association in such a Ttmy that the comm:ity should be enabled to 

operate the technology more efficient1.y but fit into it as a new structural pose. 

Administrative forms of organization DUst be design~d as culturally acceptable 

stru9tural poses. 

Some of the problems of the for~lation and introduction of special 

administrative forms of organization into production systems that are embedded 

in general traditional social structures might be alleviated if more attention 

were paid to the relationshup between individual and group interests, and the 

need for incentives. An important first step in this direction is the recogni

tion that individual interests may conflict with those of the continuity of 

the group (which is the locus of interaction between cultural norms and everyday 

behaviour), that altruism cannot realistically be expected, and that it is 

reasonable to anticipate a similar degree of villainy in all societies and plan 

for it by designing administrative forms of organization that will contain it. 

Attention to the need for incentives, especially in the form of real participa

tion in significant decisions, provision for which oust be built into any 

structural innovation, will help avoid the two extreme forms of organization 

characterised by (a) enforcement from above, and (b) the too rigid structuring 

of participation, which are responsible for most failures in planned social 

change. 

/B. 
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B. ARIPI TY i'.i'-ID ·THE DEVEI.DPMENT OF FOOD 
PRODUCTION IN SOUTH-WEST ASIA 

Roughly one third of the land surface of the earth is generally 

classified as arid, and is estimated to contain ll~ per· c~nt of the world's 

population. Although the productivity of arid lands is generally low• since 

they form such a large proportion of the world their total production is 

significant. A large proportion of these arid lands comprises almost the 

totai territory of south-l1est Asia. +he .at;id lands of south-we-st A8ia in 

Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan and northwest India are particularly important 

because they are more densely settled than other arid regions, and their 

present population has inherited environmental problems caused by the longest 

history of human settle@ent and land use. Solution of the environmental 

problems of development, therefore, insouth-west Asia is not only economically 

significant· for some 150 million peopl.~ pl,lt will cc;mt~.!n important lessons ,,. ' ,. 
for other arid regions. Arid 1ands genetally, and particularly in south-vest 

. •' l 
, ;. • I 

Asia, ap~rt ftom the large sums spent on en~ineer1ng the control and delivery 

of river flow,_ have received relatively little investment so far and little 

of that has been successful, but they have gre~t potential for development 

if only the environmental·problems can be solved. 

Historically the most significant forms of land use and food produc

tion in the ?rea have been irrigatec agriculture which requires substantial 

investment and is an intensive form of land use, and pastoralism, which 

requires relatively negligible investment and is extensive, together with 

dry farming in semi-arid perts of the region. These two forms of land 

use have constituted components of closely interrelated social systems of 

food production for thousands of years, though recently the development 

effort with its pronounced sectoral emphases has tended to separate them. 

Historical evidence shows significant declines in production from time to 

time during the last 5,000 years, but the causes have not been reconstructed 

convincingly. The Harappan civilization of the Indus Valley, for example, 

which mus't have been dependent on irrigation, fades from the historical 

record in the middle of the second millennium. The decline of irrigated 

agriculture in the Helmand delta (now on the border of Iran and Afghanistan) 

coincided with political decline in the tenth century A. D. 1-fost systems 

of this type in developing countries have been in decline during the period 

of European expansion and in some cases much longer. 

/A 
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A historical perspective can be helpful in the analysis of ecological 

problems tha~ involve human populations because it illustrates the range of 

possible adaptations to a particular set of natural conditions. Further 

detail of this historical development of irrigation and pastoralism will 

be given in appropriate places, but it will be useful here to discuss briefly 

the history of these forms of land use in more general terms. 

Environmental problems in development generally derive not from 

basic technologies such as types of irrigation or grazing but from the scale 

of the productive activity in relation to the resource. Before the first 

attempt to industrialize irrigation in the Punjab 120 years ago, irrigation 

(which probably developed in its most primitive form not long after the 

domestication of plants and animals some 10,000 years ago elsewhere in 

south-uest Asia) had already served as the 'tasis of vast agricultural projects, 

and had had environmental effects which had reduced productivity seriously. 

The best known example is from Nesopotamia, uhere there was probably the 
10/11/ . largest ancient (pre-industrial) system.-- -- LLke smaller systems on the 

Helmand, the Indus and the Oxus, and in other parts of the world, it was 

generally re~tricted to flood plains and was seasonal, depending on the 

annual flooding of the river. Perennial irrigation, which requires storage 

and gradual release of the water through the period of minimum flow, was 

only introdu~ed on any significant scale during the industrial age. It 

has allowed the cultivation of virgin lands and the intensification of 

cropping. But it also intensifies the adverse effects of irrigation: soil 

salinity and water-l~gging develop faster and some of the effects are more 

difficult to reverse. Perennial irrigation as a means of increasing agri

cultural productivity is an invaluable technological advance, but it must 

be applied carefully - a problem of organization - lest indiscriminate 

application lead in the long run to reduction in productivity through adverse 

environmental change. 

/The 

10/ T. Jacobsen and P,.i.vi. Adams, "8alt and silt in ancient t1esopotamian 
agricult~e", Science 128 (33%): 1251-1253, 19.58. · 

11/ David and Joan Oates, "Early irrigation agriculture in Nesopotamia 11 

in :. de G. S ieveking, I. H. Long~vork and C. E. ·,rilson ( eds.), Prot: lems in 
Economic and ~ocial Archaeology (London, Duckworth, 1975), pp. 109-136. 
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The oldest fo.rm of river flow irrigation in the -Punjab (sailaba) 

simply uses overflow '"ithin the active flood plains. This simple technoloBy 

was important in the eiehth century A.D.· when the Arabs distinguished 

irrigated from non-irrigated land for tax purposes, and it is still important 

today. It has ecological advantages since it flushes the land, prevents 

accumulation of salts and maintains fertility by depositing silt. The 

next stage was inundation canals. These greatly extended the area ··of 

cultivation but we-re less viable ecologically, and were similarly vulnerable 

to floods •. 

The change from inundation to perennial irrigation was a quantum 

change which throws into relief the contrast betv1een the ancient and modern 

period. The modern period is characterized by much higher investment and 

involvement in a much larger economic universe. ·vJhere the ancient system 

depended on government investment, the modern system depends on investment 

which is beyond the means of the domestic resources of many economies. 

The enormous increase in investment needed for this quantum jump would not 

have been feasible except for a similar increase in the potential market. 
'4 

In the middle of the nineteenth century the first modern perennial 

irrigation engineering project_was begun in one of the interfluves of the 

Punjab. Despite setbacks, the programme gradually grew to incorporate all 

of the Punjab and was extended into Sind. Environmental problems developed 

in due course but, for a long time, there was no need to attend to them 

since it wa~ simpler to extend the programme on to new lands. Although 

the Indus Valley irrigation system, now divided between India and Pakistan, . '/ 

becam~ by any standards the ~argest integrated irrigation .syatem in the 

wprld~.., has been growing for 120 years, is still being extended in both 

countries (though now as two separate systems), and still has room for 

gr~~th, the environmental problems that have appeared in its wake were 

causing serious anxiety by the middle of this century. When dev~lopment 

began in the late 1940s and 1950s - in the most generally accepted sense 

of increasing productivity and modernizing traditional systems without 

direct or tangible benefits to the investor - it focused on increasing 

output in the Punjab by alleviating the environmental problems that had 

arisen as a result of _the application of industrial technology to irrigation. 

/Although 
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. Although at first sight the history of pastoralism in south 

Asia.may appear totally different from that of irrigation, there are 

interesting comparisons to be made.. ~erennial irrigated agriculture is the 

most intensive form of land use and its development demands high investment 

and offers high returns. The necessary investment, which is general!~ 

beyond the.means of the individual cultivator, or even the cultivating 

community, is carried out at the will of an urban-based financing institu• 

tion. Really large-scale irrigation engineering systems, both before and 

after the Industrial Revolution, have been government progrru,wes •. Hence 

the all-pervasive debate made classic by "Oriental Despotism", 12/concerning 

the intimacy of the relationship between forms of irrigation engineering 

and forms of government, which introduces the problem of organization. 

Large-scale irrigation engineering, therefore, because it requires substan

tial capital investment invariably brings the cultivator into close, though 

not therefore necessarily happy, relations with a broader economic universe 

and wi~h the bureaucracy, and might therefore, for these reasons, be taken 

as the classic development situation. Pastoralism, on the other hand, in 

its traditional forms requires minimal capital, and perhaps the major 

problem in pastoral development, therefore,' has been the integration of tradi· 

tional forms of pastoralism into national economies. There has been an 

important cultural aspect to this problem' ·which has characteristically 

received less attention than the technological and economic aspects. This 

aspect can be seen in the growing credibility gap between planners and 

pastoralists which leads to cultural discrimination and accusattons of 

irrationality. The situation is complicated by the fact that since tradi

tionally pastoralists do not depend on other sectors of the population for 

investment, and many pastoral populations especially in south-west Asia are 

in origin overflows from settled agricultural populations, they could see 

themselves in competition with them. Hhen the cities could not control 

the nomads, the nomads raided the cities and cut communication.· The after

math of this historical relationship is still evident in the general antipathy 

between governments and traditional pastoralists. 

/Reconstruction 

111 K.A, Wittfogel, Oriental Despotism: A Comparative Study of Total 
Power (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1957). 
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Reconstruction of the ecological history of pastoralism in order 

to understand better its ecological effects is an extremely complex task since in 

vouth-west Asia pastoralisn is likely to have fluctuated as much in indirect 

responsP. to the invest~ent in agriculture as in oirect response to the quality 

of the vegetation. However, in recent decades the condition of pastoralism 

has been similar to that of irrigation in that grazing lands appear to be in 

a state of ecological decline. A major part, therefore, of the effort to 

develop or modernize pastoralism (apart from arguments about the viability 

of traditional forms, including nomadism, in the modern world), as with 

irrigatio.n, has been devoted to counteracting what are represented as the 

adverse ecological effects of the history of that technology. The challenge 

of pastoral development was recognized somewhat earlier than with irrigation 

to be a problem of organization, but the assu~ption was that pastoralism 

should be reorganized along lines similar to its recent evolution in the 

~Jest. 

In the case of pastoralism, population growth and the ecological 

tr~nsition have often led to patent imbalance between animals and vegetation, 

which in many cases is linked with change in the terms of trade between 

pastoralists and the rest of society. The resulting ecoloei~al chanee and 

damage is less sensational than that caused by the enormous investment in 

irrigation but whereas onlJ a few million hectares ere at risk from irriga

tion, hundreds of millions of hectares are at risk from pastoralism. 

The questions that must be answered in reg~r~ to pastoralism concern 

the history of the vegetation in relation to particular pastoral technoloeies. 

Unlike irrigation which is a new technology requiring new organization, with 

pa&toralism it is necessary to start from the existing systems. In order to 

make the ~ost of the existing systems, it is necessary to investigate in 

detail ·the adaptive relationships between vegetation, animals and the 

productive strategies of the pastoral population. This investigation has 

scarcely begun; what has been done so ~ar, however, suggests that modifica

tion of the present situation, based solely on western experience, could be 

as damaging to long-term human interests as a policy of no interference 

since it breaks d.Dwp existing systems, and dissipates both the human resource 

and its heritage o~ local environmental knowledge. 

/The 
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The most sienificant difference between the irrigation problem 

and the pastoral problem is that the forcer is a technolo~y essentially 

industrial and exotic so that the need for a new organizational structure· 

to implement it is obvious. The latter is traditional. How the producti

vity of traditional forms of pastoralism should be increased and its 

environmental problems alleviated is a question that has not been carefully 

investigated. Instead, it has been assumed that exotic forms of management 

of range vegetation or animals should replace it, despite the fact that 

they were developed in conditions that were different in terms both of 

natural resources and of cultural perception and the market context. 

Nevertheless, both the irrigation and the pastoralism situations pose 

problems of organization. 

Dry fanaing has also led to serious environmental problems in 

south-west Asia but dry farming is less iuportant as a problem for develop

ment. Environmental problems arising as a result of the extension of dry 

fa~ing on to unsuitable surfaces has generally been contingent upon 

development programmes with a different focus, or sioply on modernization. 

However, it has been doubly damaging, since it has led not only directly 

to soil erosion, but indirectly to overgrazing on poor ranges, in that 

it deprives pastoralists of their better pastures. 

In term• of national economies and possibly also of over-all economic 

significance, the most pressine environmental problems for the development 

of food production ineoat~·west Asia are those of water-logbing and salinity 

in the Indus Valley in Pakistan and of rangeland ecology on the plateau of 

Iran and. Afghanistan. Pro3ress in solving these probler:.1s in these countries 

would constitute an ioport.::m.t step towards the solution of raany similar ,

problems in' other countries, both in the J.::scAP region and elsewhere. ·;·1ork 

has been carried out on a large scale on purely technical solutions for both 

of these problems since the 1950s, but progress, thoueh not insignificant, 

lagged decidedly behind expectations. Although it has been proven in some 

cases that foreign experts are able to correct the ecological problems and 

run similar systems without causing similar problems, the local populations 

continue to produce the same problems. The purely technical solutions 

must, therefore, for all thetr value be judsed inadequate. 

/For 
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For these reasons, irrigated agriculture in the Punjab and tradi

tional pastoralism in Iran have been chosen for special attention in this 

paper. It is important to note the scale of these studies. The advantages 

or disadvantages of an excluoively technical solution are best illustrated 

on the scale of a single project. Where ecosystems are the focus, the 

holistic study needs to be on the scale of the ecosystem. In the case of 

a human socio-economic focus, where the context of behaviour is the national 

economy, a much larger scale is required. The process of decision-making 

is the core of the problem, and it will not be understood 'unless the context 

of decision-making is allowed to determine the boundaries of the investigator's 

unive~se of study and of the planner's attention. If we are to break out 

of the succession of pi.aceaeal "middle range" solutions of local problems 

which, whether they work or not, prove non-transferable, it is necessary 

to change the scale and at the same time the orientation to the problem. 

Our rationale for a change in orientation is the necessity to focus on the 

human population as an integ~al resource in the production system. The 

scale of, the investigation must, therefore, be determined by the social 

universe of that population. The fault in the responses so far is that 

they have not been radical enough. If we are to make progress, it is 

necessary to leave the relatively safe and well~trodden methodological 

ground of small-scale technology-centered case studies and try something 

new for which the theory has not yet been satisfactorily worked out. -

/II. 
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II. ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEHS IN DEVELOPMEN~/ 

A. IRRIGATION 

1. The experience of the Punjab (Pakistan) 

The resource 

The average annual flow of the Indus River system which is twice that 

of the Nile and ten times that of the Colorado, amounts to 171•5 billion m3 

and commands some 15.4 million hectares. Water quality is good, ~ith 100 to 

300 parts per milliort of dissolved solids• There is great seasonal variation 

in flow. Between ~ovember and February) the flow averages only orte-tenth. 

of what is normal for the summer monsoon months. Rain adds an average 7.4 
billion m3 to this resource each year,-.and it is estirnat.ed that 54.12 billion m3 , 

of which 24.6 billion are pr,esently available, can be taken annually from 

ground water, but because of its inferior quality this requires mixing with 

river water before use. Soil quality varies from moderately fine and deep 

alluvial deposits in the flood plains to moderately coarse on some of the 

higher ground between the rivers. As is to be expected in arid lands, there 

is a general lack of organic material. 

The partition of India and Pakistan in 1947 ~aused a de facto division 

of the waters of the Indus drainage system. This division was formalized in 
i_: 

the Indus Waters Treaty, 1969, by which Pakistan received exclusive use of the 

Indus, Jhelum and Chenab Rivers. 

Technology 

The irrigation system that has been developed over the last century 

and a qua~ter now diverts within Pakistan approximately 123 billion m3 of 

the annual river flow and spreads it over 13.4 million hectares of cultivable 

land, of which 8.9 million hectares can be irrigated throughout the year. 

This controlled distribution is accomplished by means of 17 barrages and canal 

diversion works, 42 major canals, 6,000 ~a of minor canals, 600 krn of link 

canals, and 78,000 watercourses. The total capacity is nearly 7,000 m
3 

per 

second, or 250,000 cu ft per second (cusecs) as it is commonly measured. This 

/flow 

13 I Information adduced in the following pages is derived from a field trip 
to south-west Asia undertnken in 1978 and from the s~urces cited in the bibliography. 
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flow is supplemented from 156,000 tubewells 1.rhich raise 24.6 billion 3 
m • The 

over-all pattern of flow is from one of the major rivers to major and minor 

canals through outlets (moghas) to water courses (khals) to farmers' fields. 

What cannot be absorbed within the system can either be returned to the rivers 

or disposed of in some other, often more costly, manner. A large network of 

surface drains is directed towards the solution of this problem. 

The major emphasis in this t~chnolo~y is on spatial and temporal control 

of the flow. Control is directed towards maximum area of distribution and 

optimum level and speed of flow. The ·speed must be slow enough to minimize 

erosion of the bed and banks of the canals. However, while the horizontal move

ment of the water is controlled relatively efficiently, vertical movement is 

more difficult to manage. The system is vulnerable to seepage and evaporation.· 

By spreading surface water, over a much larger area or "command" than ·it would· 

naturally cover between two points in a stream channel, and by ~ausing it to 

spend more time in the commanded area than it would spend in the stream channel, 

irrigation greatly increases the amount of recharge to the water table. Once 

the water has passed both below the root zone of the crops and below the level 

(approximately 3m in the sandy loams'that predominate) from which capillary action 

can raise it to the root zone; it becomes valueless unles.s it can be pumped out 

again. If the water table rise~ to the level where it interferes with plant 

growth or allows capillary rise combined with evaporation to increase salt accu

mulation in the upper soil horizons or on the surface, it reduces productivity. 

This form of irrigati~n is at once th~ largest scale, most investment 

intensive, and most economically significant ~echnology of food production. 

Both as an economic and as an ecological system, it is totally different from 

what preceded it. It might be expected, therefore, that development would 

require complete reorganization of the human population that works it. In fact, 

however, there appears from the beginning to have been a conscious policy not 

to interfere with local cultural procedur~s. Formal irrization administration 

reaches down to the level of the canals and their outlets only. There are three 

levels of irrigation official: the patwari assesses crop revenue; the pansal 

nawees reports on.the flow of water; and there are mogha overseers. (There are 

also tube-well operators.) From the canal outlet (mogha) onwards the farmer 

was left to his own devices. He had to align, dig and maintain his own water 

course and develop a rotating water delivery system in co-operation with his 

neighbours, without the benefit of any outside assistance or advice. There is 

generally one mogha per village but there is no necessary congruence of water 

course sharers with spatial or social groupings of the population. 

/Production 
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ProductioR 

The en ironmental change causerl by perennial irrigation in arid lands 

is spectacular, and the eno~ous investment it requires is justified by the 

increase in productivity. The significance of agricultural production, of which 

the irrigation of the Punjab contributes the major component for the economy 

of Pakistan, is demonstrated in table 1. But this production leads to environ

mental problems which reduce productivity. As a result, increase in gross sown 

area cannot keep pace with population increase. In fact, even by the·time 

of Partition, the Punjab had ceased to provide any substantial grain exports. 

Even though Pakistan inherited almost all of the surplus-producing irrigated 

areas, the population growth and ecological damage quickly - by the mid-1950s -

made itrr a net importer of wheat. Reclamation of irrigated lands is now 

generally recognized to be the most important task confronting Pakistan's economic 

planners. 

Table 1. Pakistan: gross national product and per capita 
at constant factor cost, 1970-1976. 

Gross national Contribution 
Growth of GNP 

Per 
Year product (GNP) of agricultural 

(percentage) capita 
(rupees million) sector to GNP income 

(percen ta 11e) (rupees) 

1910-1971 32,296 37.7 -0.1 525 

1971-1972 32,745 38.5 1.4 517 

1972-1973 35,153 36.5 7.4 539 

1973-1974 37,126 36.0 5.6 552 

1974-1975 
(revised) 38,300 34.2 3.2 553 

1975-1976 
(provisional) 40,201 33.8 s.o 564 

Growth rate 
of income 
(percentage) 

-3.1 

-1.5 

4.3 

2.4 

0.2 

2.0 

~ourc§: Government of Pakistan, Paki~tan Economic Survey 1975-1976 
(Islamabad, Finance Division, Economic Advisor's Wing, 1976), pp. 8, 9 and 12. 

The problem 

The major problem arises from the loss of cultivable land through water

logging and salinity caused by seepage, poor maintenance of watercourses and 

inefficient application to crops: about half of the total irrigated land is 

estimated to be affected to varying degrees. Until recently this process was 

/counteracted 
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counteracted onl; by bringing uore land under cultivation. A subsidiary but 

related problem, caused by water loss thr0ugb these same processes and through 

evaporation, is lack of water. 

Before the development of the syst~u, water table depths over most of 

the area now irrigated were about 24 to 28 ci; of the 123 billion m3 diverted 

annually, only about 71.5 billion m3 are available at the heads of watercourses. 

It has been estimated that from 5 per cent to as much as 65 per cent per mile 

is lost in the watercourses. Altogether, less than 30 per cent of the water 

diverted from the rivers is stored in root zones for crop use. Historical data 

show that the water tabie has risen an average of 15 to 35 em per year since. 

modern irrigation was introduced. Further, in an area where the underground 

water has a Ralinity of 1,000 parts per million, which is acceptable for virtually 

all crops, evaporation at a rate of 2 ft per year, which is a typical value where 

the water table is only a few feet deep, will raise the salt content of the top 

three feet of soil to about 1 per cent in 20 years. This level is too high for 

even the hardiest crops. Not only, therefore, are environmental problems 

causing loss of cultivable land, the irrigation system is working at only 30 per 

cent efficiency and this inefficiency is responsible for the loss. These processes 

are probably exacerbated by inefficiencies in actual cultivation. In the 1960s 

it was estimated that between 50,000 and 100,000 additional acres were being 

affected each year and, in the worst districts, 40 per cent to 50 per cent of the 

cultivated land was already severely damaged. 

Unfortunately, there is no exact method of quantifying \vatcr•loggin[: and 

salinity damage. They vary from season to season, and year to year, depending 

in part on the strength of the monsoon and the spatial and temporal distribution 

of rainfall and ground water re-charge. Evaporation also varies according to 

temperature and ground cover. Crop damaEe varies according to water and salt 

sensitivity of the particular plant. Surface salinity has been compared to skin 

rash appearing in blotches which vary continually in intensity and extent. 

Background 

Before the middle of the nineteenth century, irrigation was confined to 

parts of the flood plains and was mostly seasonal. Elsewhere, pastoralism was 

the major form of la~d use supplemented here and there by dry farming. River 

flow irrigation can be traced back as far as the eighth century A.D. The oldest 

form of irrigation is the sailaba, or flood irrigation which is still practised 

on a substantial scale in the active flood plains. This form has made an important 

contribution to the agricultural economy and has the inherent advantage of keeping 

the soils fertile and relatively free of salt. 
/The 
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The next stage in the development of irrigation was the use of inundation 

canals which drew water during the summer when the rivers rose above the levels 

of their inlets, and irrigated lands which otherwise would not have received 

water by natural ·flooding. The inundation canals are, however, uncontrolled and 

do not allow exploitation of low river flows. This form of irrigation was 

limited to relatively narrow strips of land on the rivers. The supply channels 

were inefficient, depending on uncertain river flows and tending to silt up 

rapidly. There were also dangerous breaches in the flood season. In spite of 

these shortcomings, the inundation canals constitute an advance in the technology 

of irrigation. The system was subsequently improved during the Mughal period, 

especially in the seventeenth century, to the extent that limited perennial irri

gation was possible in parks and gardens. 

These traditional systems were designed to spread the water over as large 

an area as possible during the period of maximUQ flow. Limited engineering works 

maintained a constant level of water suitable to the level of the land to be 

irrigated~ 11 heading up" the flow of water, and distributine; it through a system 

of canals. The m~dern system~ construction of which began in 1851 and which has 

developed steadily ever since, is designed for continuous control. 

The motivation of the colonial Government in embarking on this vast and 

innovative engineering scheme is in itself instructive. It was not untypical 

of motivations for the further development of it since, and for the development 

of similar proj_ects elsewhere (for example~ in Iraq, Afghanistan, Egypt and 

Soviet Central Asia). The desire to appear to have improved on the engineering 

of previous regimes provided the general motivation, while the immediate need to 

ensure against the threat of famine and to settle the recently disbanded Sikh 

levies were the specific motives. The guiding principle vms incautious optimism 

rather than careful research and planning, despite the complete lack of relevant 

experience. In addition, the colonial administrators wanted to expand the area 

under irrigation and bring new lands into cultivation so that they could be 

settled and taxed. Ancillary motives included r£settlement and relief of crowded 

conditions in long-settled areas, the creation of a granary which could supply 

its grain surplus to the famine prone areao of nocth central India and, later, 

especially in Sind, creation of new areas of cotton production. The optimism 

inherent in these motivations hindered clear perception of the environmental 

problems that soon developed. 

/On 
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On the Western Jumna Canal of the Ganges Basin (where the development of 

irrigation had begun in what is now India with the provision of pe~anent headworks 

in 1936), water~l~gging and salinity problems had already appeared by 1859. 

Between 1870 and 1880, the irrigation channels were re-aligned and natural 

drainages cleared, with gratifying results; but thin did not lead to a general 

policy to deal with what was becoming a general problem. "!:Jhen the Lower Chenab 

Canal, which opened in 1892, had produced serious water-logging by 1908, some 

maintained the cause lay not in irrigation but in the fact that the canal, road 

and railway embankment were interfering with surface run-off, or even that the 

Punjab was in a rainy cycle. Others maintained that a high water table was 

actually an advantage because it facilitated the operation of hundreds of 

Persian wheels in shallow wells and produced some regeneration of water supplies 

by seepage during the dry season. A Water~logging Enquiry Committee was 

finally established in 1925 but there \vas still more interest in extending the 

system on to ~ew lands than in reclamation. Of course the cost of bringing 

water on to new lands was increasing, and the new lands had much coarser soils 

and iower initial fertility, and their seepage and evaporation rates were higher, 

and even the Indus Basin would eventually run out of new land to replace the 

old in a gravity-fed surface water irrigation system. 

Partly as a consequence of these motiv'es, and the perception of the 

situation that they engendered, the cropping pattern was dominated by wheat which 

was the staple grain, and cotton, the obvious cash crop, thus permitting the 

water to be e.pread thinly. Even these crops, however, "vhich have low water 

requirements, received much less than the optimum, and although sugarcane, which 

requires more water, was allowed to a limited extent, rice cultivation which 

would tolerate higher accumulations of salt as well as using more water, was 

generally discouraged, at least until the water table had risen close to the 

surface. 

Corrective measures 

Efforts have been made to reduce evaporation and seepage but only to the 

extent that the cost appeared econonically justifiable in the context of· the 

perception of the problem. Apart from the policy of spreading the water thinly, 

which had always carried an economic rationale, canals were re-aligned. Some 

canals were lined in badly leaking places, and surface drains were constructed. 

These practices have been continued up ~o the present, but the most promising 

technical attack on the problem was proposed as early as 1927. It was not 

/approved 
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approved until 1944 and not put into full operation until 1952. This was the 

Rasul scheme which employed 1,257 tubewells ranged along badly seeping canals 

in two of the interfluves, in a dual effort to lower local water tables and also 

provide additional supplies of irrigation water. Although this scheme was not 

particularly successful, because most of the wells were too close to the canals 

and actually accelerated seepage, it did lead to a better understanding of the 

problem. It was followed by a second similar scheme in 1953/54, and a third in 

1957/58. Finally, when the \>later and Pmver Development Authority (WAPDA) was 

established in 1958, it was specifically entrusted v-Jith !!prevention of water

logging and salinity and reclamation of ~va ter-logged and sa line lands". 

WAPDA's Salinity Control and Reclamation Projects, known as SCARPs, 

have steadily increased the number of tubewells ever since. The factor which 

differentiates these projects from their predecessors lies in the concentration 

of these tubewells in fields of from 1,500 to 3,000 tubewells, each of three -, 

to four cusecs capacity, and each serving approximately 250 hectares. The capa

city and spacing of the wells is designed to allow full control of the drainage 

in each project area. 

Combined with supplies from an even greater number of privately owned 

one-cusec wells, and the enhanced surface water supplies made possible by the 

newly constructed Mangla and Tarbela dams on the Jhelum and Indus Rivers, the 

amount of water available for irrigation in Pakistan is now estimated at over 

100 million acre feet or 1,233,480 million m3 Two-thirds of this supply is 

from the surface water storage distribution system, and almost one fourth 

from the government-owned tubewells. The total supply represents a substantial 

improvement over the 68 million acre feet or 838,772 million m
3 

available in 

1965 and thus enhances significantly the capability for efficient irrigation 

of crops and for leaching of salts froQ the top soil. 

This increased amount of water spread on the surface would serve only 

to increase the water-m~gins and salinity damage to soils and crops except that 

the massive concentration of high capacity tubewells offers the hope of controlling 

the level of the water table. But a further problem lies in the quality of the 

ground water. Wherever the ground water is of usable quality (roughly 2,000 parts 

per million of total dissolved solids or less, depending upon the chemical 

composition of the salts), its use for crops should produce a net gain, and 

through consumption and evapo-transpiration result in a gradual lowering of the water 

table. In other areas, saline ground water must be mixed with surface water of 

/good 
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good quality before being applied to crops; to accomplish this mixing~ canal 

capacities in certain areas need to be enlarged. In some areas, the ground 

water has proved too saline even for blending and will have to be exported 

either by the rivers (which will cause problems downstream), or via new waste

ways constructed for this purpose. 

Although the technical problens of the SCARPs have been overcome, and 

they have caused significant improvement in the situation, they are nevertheless 

still inad~quate. For example, in SCARP No. 1, which began in 1962, the water 

table has declined to an average of two to three metres below land surface, and 

about 45 per cent of the affected area was reclaimed in the first nine years. 

Subsequently, however, progress was rather slow - which has been attributed to 

the sodicity of the soils. Generally, as a result of land drainage, reclamation 

of considerable areas, increase of water supplies from tubewells, together with 

additional agricultural inputs, such as fertilizers and better quality goods, 

yields have improved. In one experimental project area (known as Hona, see 

below), the gross value of agricultural produce- both crops and livestock-

has increased by a factor of 2.5, but deterioration in ground water quality 

is causing adverse changes in chemical characteristics of the soils and decline 

in the yield of sensitive crops. 

Thus Pakistan's ground water and reclamation programme represents an 

extremely cor11plex and costly effort to offset the consequences of surface water 

irrigation. For the periods of Pakistan's third anf fourth five-year plans 

(1965-1975), the total cost of government-.owned tubewells, canal remodelling, 

and drainage works - not including surface water storage - was set at Rp 5.3 

billion ($US 1.1 billion at official exchange rates), slightly more than the 

cost of the Tarbela Dam which itself represents roughly half of the total cost 

of the Indus Basin Project. It is expected that the gains achieved in Pakistan's 

agricultural sector, which has been growing at a healthy rate of 3 per cent to 

4 per cent per annum since 1960 (though most of the gain is due to non-food 

crops), will ~ventually more than compensate for these investments. But, it 

is understood that these gains will depend not only upon increased surface water 

and ground-water supplies, but upon further input of fertilizers, improved 

seed varieties, insecticides, and pesti~ides, and upon improved techniques of 

irrigation and cultivation. Generally, it has been recognized that although 

reclamation programmes must be continued, the best hope for future progress lies 

rather in prevention. 

/The 
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The Mona reclamation experimental projec~ 

One of the background documents prepared for the United Nations 

Conference on Desertification·was a UNESCO-sponsored case study based on 

experience in the Hona reclamation experime:-ttaJ project from about 240 kms 

north-west of Lahore. The Mona project and th~ case study16/ have provided 

some of th"' most specific infornation on the problem and full use is made 

of them in this analysis. 

It is not clear \<7hcn irrigation was started in the project area but 

there is evidence of prosperity there at least as early as the seventeenth 

century. New canals were brought into the area in 1860, and the present 

form of controlled irrigation began in 1901. Part of the area received 

perennial irrigation from the lower Jhelum canal and is divided into regular 

squares to simplify planning. Another section of the area, which is 

commanded by a canal known as the Shahpur branch, which has only recently 

been incorporated into the lower Jhelum canal system, is not divided into 

squares·. As a result, traditional and introduced systems of land tenure 

are mixed in an over-all planned system. 

. 
The gross area served by individual \vatGrcourscs varies in size 

from 150 to 600 hectares, with an average of 280 hectares. The water supply 

for these areas varies from one to three cusecs according to size. The 

WDterc~urses branch off into field cahnnels as they run through the farm

land to deliver vmter to individual holdings • Usually all the vratercours.es 

are unlined. The water is distributed turn-by-turn to each farmer starting 

from the head of the vmtercourse; the time of delivery is fixed in propor-

tibn to each farner's area. The farmer diverts the water to his field by 

making a cut in the water course at the beginning of his land holding. When 

his stipulated time is over he closes the cut and allows the water to flow 

downstream for the next farmer. 

The flow in the irrigation channel is dependent upon the flow in the 

rivers. There are times when acute shortage occurs and all irrigation 

channels cannot be supplied according to their full capacity. In such 

circuQstances, canals are run ~ith partial supplies and in rotation. The 

distribution system is designed so that each outlet draws proportional shares 

and water is carried to the tail end of the channel. Shortages are thus 

/proportionately 

..l!J s.B. Hasan, "Case study in irrigated areas with problems of salini
zation and water-loggi.ng", Planning and Co-ordination Cell~ Irrigation Drainage 
and Flood Control Research Council, 106-C/2 Gulberg-III, Lahoure (A/Con£.74/13), 
1976. 
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proportionately distributed thr0ughout the system. The increased control 

afforded by the new Mangla and Tarbela dams has reduced the sh~rtages. 

For the individual farmer, w~ter distribution is the most immediate 

logistical problem. He receives his share 0f water according to a fixed 

cycle of distribution which may vary from a week to ten days. The length 

of time of his share in the cycle is in direct proportion to his farm area. 

Traditionally the farmers of each wat~rcoursc worked out their own system 

of distribution (known as kacha warabundi). These traditional systems 

have the advantage,of flexibility in that it is easy for individuals to e~ter 

into arrangements to swap shares in order to meet specific crop requirements 

outside.the cycle. However, although their ability to make such arrange

ments is not restricted by the system, it may be restricted by their personal 

relations. Worse still, their person~l relations deriving from the range of 

roles and statuses in the general social structure.may lead to a degree of 

injustice in the operation 0f the system that renQecs it intolerable for 

the poorer and less influential parties to a particular watercourse. 

Before considering what happens in such situations, it will be useful 

here to consider briefly the basic elements of the social structure which 

provides the essential context of the operation of the system. Village commu

nities ere important social units in this area and have provided the basis 

for interaction with the administration. But within each-village, the 

populati::m is divided' into kinship units 'known as biraderi. The biraderi 

is best glossed as a group of families related primarily through males 

who stand in a fraternal or filiel relationship to each other. Since there 

is a strong.preference for marriage with first cousins, marriages ·tend to 

reinforce.the e~clusiveness of existing kinship groupings rather than 

integrating unrelated groupin8s into a larger unit~ The basic structure of 

the society, therefore, militates against co-operation on the level of a 

total number of parties to a particular watercourse. This tendency towards 

exclusiveness in small biraderi groupinss of related families is exacer

bated by distinctions of cas.te., and of land tenancy status. In the Mona 

project area, as many as 50 per cent of the land golders have units 

below the subs.is.tence level. About one-fifth of the cultivators are both 

0wners and tenants, operating about 17 per cent of the total farm area. 

As many as 37 per cent of the cultivators are landless tenants, operating 

40 per cent of the total farm area. A certain deg~~~ of land reform 

protecting the ~ights o~ tenants was introduced in 1972. A further 

organizational problem lies in the fragmentation of holdings. Finally, 

/the 
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the leaders of each biraderi compete for iz~at~ which may be glossed as 

honour or nface';• Izza~ can be acquired only at someone ·else's expense. 

Punjabi village society is~ therefore, structurally predisposed to compe

tition and conflict between relatively small groups of families which are 

generally not large enough to constitute e. \Jatercourse community •. The general 

structure of the society conflicts with the requirements of the technology. 

How has such a situation come about? In this case~ the answer is 

relatively clear, and provides an excellent illustration of the general 

problem. The present population is of three different origins. The original 

population of the area before the development of the irrigation system 

appears to have been the main determining factor in the present structure. 

These people were semi-nomadic herders with subsidiary interests in dry 

farming and, perhaps~ a little irrigation. From what is currently known of 

traditional modes of pastoralism in the area~ it is i~~ediately evident that 

the biraderi structure correlates usefull;: ~.,i th the requirements for co

operation, movement, and exploitation in such a traditional pastoral system. 

The settlers, who were brought in to supplement the population as the 

development of irtigation increased both the carrying capacity and the labour 

requirements, p~obably came from a similar background._ The third component 

of the present population is the refugees that have come into the area from 

India since Partition. These come from more diverse backgrounds, bu.t appear 

to have-modified the structure of the society significantly. This inter

pretation not only explains the present problems in co-operative arrangements 

for operating the system, but it draws attention to the. fact that socio

cultural systems do not necessarily adapt to changing ecological or technolo

gical conditions as quickly or predictably as they ~re often assumed to~ 

The problem is to explain why they do adapt in some. cases, end not in others. 

As might be expected, therefore, although there is general recognition 

among farmers of the fact that more efficient co-operation would solve many 

problems, the most common response is individualistLc: the farmer seeks ad 

hoc solutions to the problems as he perceives them. For example, to counter

act loss of productivity due to water-logging, he shifts from wheat to rice 

cultivation even though wheat continues to be his dietary staple. He can do 

this because rice yields more calories per hectare, is salt tolerant, and 

unaffected by water-logging, and can be exported and the farmer is able to 

buy wheat v7ith the proceeds. Between 1949/50 and 1959/60, the area sown to 

rice in Pakistan increased by over 30 per cent, from 0.93 to 1.21 million 

/hectares 
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hectares and the yield per hectare increased fron 1,410 to 1,510 kilogrammes. 

Over the same period, the area sown tc wheCJ.t increased only from 4.2 million 

hectares to 4~9 million hectares while the -;-rheat yield per hectare actually 

fell from 1,540 to 1,330 kilogrammes. vlhere salinity is the problem, the 

usual response has been to try to delay the process by sowin~ only one crop 

per year, or to spread the available irrigation water even more thinly over 

the saline land. Such a response ultimately increases the problem since 

the salts cannot be leached below the level from which capillary action 

operates, and the combination of capillary rise and evaporation returns 

the salts to the surface where they continue to accumulate until the land 

must be abandoned. These responses derive from the farmers' perception of 

the situation, and their perceptions are a function of their social structure, 

which appenrs to be essen-tially unchange.d from an earlier (predevelopment) 

land use system. 

There are two ways to approach this problem. One is to ascertain. 

why the structure dtd not change with the change in land use (the various 

cooponents of the population did, after all, embrace the new technology); 

the other is to develop an administrative form of_ organization that would 

harness the general structure in a structv:~;al pos~ for the operation of 

the system. So far, the first approach has scarcely been tried; something 

similar· to the second approach has had some interesting but so far inadequate 

results. For example, an adninistrative form of water distribution system 

(known as Qacca warabandi) has been offerred to replace the kacha ~!abundi 

where the'latter was not working equitably due to problems in social _relations 

deriving from the general structure. In many cases, it has ~een accepted 

but it has an inherent disadvantage compared to the kacha system in that it 

is fixed and cannot be adapted to the chancing requirements of individual 

crops. Water User Associations have been devised and introduced on an 

experimental basis as a more inclusive fo~ of administrative organization. 

They have had limited success in some villeges and appear to be a step in 

the right direction, although at the moment their chances of success seem to 

correlate closely with certain variables in the general structure of the 

societyo One problem lies in their legal standing, and an adequate and 

suitable leGal basis for them still has to be worked out. They do, however, 

provide a useful administrative framework for communication between irrigation 

officials, engineers, and farmers. Land levelling, watercourse renovation, 

and reduction of the size of irrigation basins are examples of simple 

/technological 
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technological aids that can probably be pursued more successfully where 

a Water User Association facilitates communication and provides the farmer 

with a sense of participation and incentive. A sense of participation and 

incentive appear to be the conceptual keys to the solution of the problem. 

If the legal aspect of Water User Associations can be worked out in such a 

way that the individual farmer perceives th~ incentive of participation in 

the larger irrigation system~ it may be possible to develop them into a 

comprehensive solution to cover all the ~~ ho£ technological measures 

mentioned above. 

If the Water User Association concept is to be successful, it must 

be given a formal legal basis that will constitute it as a special form of 

organization providing insulation against the influence of the general 

structure but building on local concepts~ providing incentive and a sense 

of participating, and protecting the weaker against the stronger participants. 

A brief review of the organizational tasks that must be covered by this 

administrative structure will complete our discussion of the problem. 

The organization of an irrigation system depends logically on the 

integration of a number of sub-systems. The first of these is the organiza

tion of the investment of money, equipment and labour that is required to 

build and maintain the system. The second is the distribution among the 

population of shares in the system or rights of access to the resource. And 

the third is the spatial and temporal distribution of flow among the land 

parcels of parties to the system. In an integrated system as large as that 

of the Indus River Basin, investment can only be organized by government. 

This investment problem cannot logically be totally divorced (as it generally 

has bee~ from the organization of the distribution of flow and of rights, 

which below a certain level at least (for example, the level of the water

course) for efficiency requires a flexibility that must be provided by local 

organization. Lastly, the logistical problems of water control and delivery 

cannot be divorced from the requirements of the local systems of cultivation. 

In order, therefore, that the existing technological knowledge for development 

of the resource without damage to the environment should be successfully used, 

it is essential to integrate all these components of the total system adminis

tratively in such a way that the structure gives individual contributors to 

the system the incentive and capability to participate in making it work. 

The Water User Association is the most likely answer to this problem. Success

ful development of it will require far nore attention to the perceptions and 

interests of individual farmers than has been given so far. 

/2. 
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2. Comparative situ~:t~ons 

The Indus river system was the first to be developed. Since then the 

same technology has been used to develop other comparable river systems in 

south-west Asia and the Middle East: the Nile in Egypt, the Tie;ri.s and 

Euphrates in Iraq, the Oxus and the smaller rivers of Soviet Central Asia, 

and most recently, the Helmand.of Afghanistan. In each of these cases, there 

has been direct transfer of engineering skills and hydraulic theory, but 

apparently no transfer of lessons learned concerning environmental problems 

or organization even thou8h these probler.1s l:ave recurred in each situation. 

This phenomenon can only be explained in terms of perceptions end the 

structure in which they arc embedded. 

There is a close similarity between the experience of Pakistan and 
15/ 

that of Ir?q.-- Irrigation has been practised in the lower Mesopotamian 

plain since the sixth millennium B.C. Durin0 the last few centuries tribal 

leaders who were able to command large work forces dominated the agricultural 

system. Typically, they selected arable land for wheat and barley cultivation 

and dug irrigation ditches to the Tigris and Euphrates. Despite a two-year 

cropping cycle which left the land falloH for two summers after each winter 

cultivation, productivity was quickly impaired by rising salinity and the 

people moved regularly to new areas. By 1950, approximately 60 per cent of 

Iraq's agricultural land was estimated to be seriously affected by salinity; 

20-30 per cent had been abandoned and the rate of loss was estimated at 1 per 

cent per year. 

There is not space to treat here the history of irrigation in Iraq 

in so much detail as that of Pakistan, but one project is particularly 

interesting in the context of the present ar~:;ument. In the greater Mussayeb 

Project, which was initiated by the Government in 1953, approximately 90 km 

south of Baghdad, a modern irrigation and drainage network was installed and 

the land was classified and distributed in lots to tribesocn, many of whom 

had had no previous agricultural experience. An important nlm of the project 

was social: to brenk the old tribal systen and generate a population of 

independent farmers. However by 1964, only ten yeprs later, rise in soil 

salinity and siltation in the canals had led to migration of some of the 

/settlers 

15/ See Robert A. Fernea, Shaykh and Effendi: Changing Patterns of 
Authority among the E1 Shabana of Southern lraq (Massachusetts, Harvard 
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settl~rs anc2 almost to "' disi.nter;ration of the system. Apart: from some 

technical problcras - for instnnce, the rndi:::l ge.tes to the head r.:;gulntor 

had been fii.:ted in the vJrong posicion to t'aat the heavy silt-lc1den water 

of the river's bottom layers had been drawn into the canal systcr:, - social 

problems wen .. largely responsible for the failure. No attcntinn had been 

paid to the developraent of a social unit thct -vwuld be structurnlly 

adaptive to meeting the requirements of the new technology. A rehabilitation 

project was bc~:;;un 1')65 and considerable success has been adn.eved since 

then in dev,.,loping the technical aspectn of: t:he syste!:'t and providing services 

to the population. However, it is not cle<H.' from the repo.:-t that the 

greatly increased population (32,000 in 1976 compared to 15,000 in 1965 and 

an estimated 1,000 in 195J) has become an efficient agricultural enterprise. 

There is evidence in the report that proxi.: ... i ty to Baghdad ·whir;h enables 

technicians and administrators to make quick visits may be largely responsi

ble for the present success and that nothing has been learned that would 

make the earlier social problems more tractable in irrigation projects in 

more isolated areas. 

Afghanis tan 

The case ·)f Afshanistan is perhapo •~he most sensational. Although 

the watershed of the Relmand river conprises 40 per cent of the country, it 

is a relatively small systerJ. River flow depends on winter and early spring 

rains and summer melt, and poses a difficult control problem since it is 

more varic:ble even than the flo~N' ".Jf the Indus systcn. Before the Kajakai 

Dam was co~?lete1 in 1953 providin~ a rcscrvcir of 1,495,000 acre feet 

(1,844 million tr~3 ) ctJpncity, the lowest rec'Jrded 'ffi"'ximun: nnturl:ll 

flow was 1, 620 seco~d feet in July 1953 .~nd the highest was 50,100 second 

. feet in April 1949. M$jor mod(:;rn engineerin~~ we.s begun in the late 1940s 

by an American firm, and since the 1950s has been sponsored by USAID. The 

environmental problems have developed fast~r and more disastrously than 

anywhere else and for exactly the same reasons. The aims of the project 

were to bring virgin lands under cultivation, settle nomads, store e;md 

control the river flow, and solve nationnl problems crc;cted by border 

disputes with Paki::;tan and Iran. So lone; ao the development of irrigation 

was c0nfined to the flood plains and ~ntcrfluves, no serious problems 

developed. But in the 1960s the project Hns extended on to virgin lands. 

The fact that these lands were characterized by shallow soils over 

impermeable conglomerat(;S was not taken in;:c consideration. These lands 

are now worthless for. the cultivation of wheat or cotton, and are probably 

/most 



most useful for ,,.,hat they can teach us in tf:-,e long term about the technology 

of reclamation. In the continuing development of all these major river 

systems, there is still insufficient ECncral attention give~ to the lessens 

already learned on a local level. 

Pc~haps the ~ost interestinG coQperison with Pakistan LS to be made 

with India, cspeciDlly ~incc it is not onlJ e continuation of the same 

grographical zone but includes a significant part of the same river basin 

which is heir LJ the s.c.me hiatory of irri~~ation development and occupied by 

a culturally·relatcd po;mlation. liowevcr, despite the general historical, 

geographical and cultural sir.1ilarities, the Indian experience has diverged 

somewhat from that of Pakistan. There arc a number of reasons for this 

divergence, particularly the differences between the Indian and Pakistani 

shares of the system at Partition and as acrced in the Indus \Jaters Treaty 

(1960), the difference in potential for development of the two shares, both 

in terms of water capacity and accessible arable lands, and the difference in 

nuobers of technicians with relevant skills on the two sides. It is also 

important to note that optimum exploitation of the Indus river syste1:1 is 

much more important to the netional economy of Pakistan than is the case 

with irrigation generally for India, let alon~ with irrigation in its north

western ari<1 zone. Nevertheless, Indin made a major effort to maximize its 

use of its sharE. of the Indus rivers (the Bcas, Ravi, and Sutlej) by extending 

its irrigation system as far as possible tl::rough Haryana and im::o Rajasthan 

in order that use of thj_s important resource should eventually have the 

maximum possiolc social impact at the national level by beins spread as far 

as possible, rather than the greatest economic impact at the local level by 

using the wa::er to maxinize the productivity of the nearest ·arable land. 

This policy decision was supported by the corrmitment to line all canals so 

as to minimize t"~;vo of the major problems d.iscussed above: \Je.ter loss 

seepage and the related long-term risE. in tl::c water table causin[~ vmter-

logging. 

The Report of the National Commission on Agriculture (1976)'161 

acknowledges that already the water supply in many canals is inadequate 

for crop needs and that "on many irrigation systems the pres~mt mode of 

utilization of water is wasteful. On 1-pre-existing_/ unlined canals in the 

alluvial tracts, only about tvw fifths of w2ter released at the canal head 

is utilized by crops; the rest is lost in transit and in the field." 171 

/However~ 

16/ Gcvernment of India, "Report of the National Cormnission on Agri
culture~~ (Ne.J Delhi, Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation, 1976)(mimeo.). 

1]_1 Ibid., volume 5 • p. 10. 
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However, elsewhere it is statcc: thr1t in Punj<:b, Haryam~ anc' dajasthan, 

the state irrigation departments are 1:responsiblc for Ll~.:ma(;in~_; supplies 

riBht up t0 the field including distribJtio~ of W&ter amonG tho cc-

h h , 1 'I 18/ 1 • h '- . 1, , , s arers on eac 0U\.: et' -- WtUC, su;:;gests tu2r: uurcaucrat:u.: r:wr.a~e<:ienc 

systems play [, more sisnific;.mt rol2 in ocvi.ntinc inefficiency and the 

resu 1 tinr_; cavi ronraen ta 1 c~amagc on the Inciinn than on the Pnkis tm:::i side. 

Still, vlace·c··lo;--;;:,in·~ a:1d salinity Jre sigr:;.f:icc::nt problcmu. In Ptmjnb 

and Haryane alone, ~.:00,000 hectares arc csti.r.1atcd to be affected. The 

report considers the most ioportC::Llt cause s·f land dct;rnd2.t:(on to be 

il • ' • f 1119/ - h . f wnnton m1.nusc anG 1.nter ercnce, - an'1 emphasizes t e 1.mpor.tance o 

solving the associated social problems. It underlines the significance 

of the problem by continuinr;: ":!.t is not bj coincidence alone that by and 

lar~e the poor occupy these lands • 111.Q/ T:--w general tenor of ·.:he report, 

however, sugsests a faith in enforcement as the only ultimate answer to 

these problems. 

/B. 
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B. PJ!. .. STOFU..LISM 

The p~trc;;ntial f·Jr ::J'J3tor::~l d•welJpm~~nt in s::mtl1-w0st Asi ·-c is enormous 

if only tt10 DrobleJ:J3 Jf s:xoi·J-cultur-:11 intof;r:~tLm EH1i cmvironrnent·1l ::iegr<J.clation 

c:m bt3 :J::>lv,:d. S'JiJF:l 1:2'J :1illi::m rH:;ctJr•JS (:mt 'Jf 1:;5 million h,"ct:lros) in Iran, 

54 .• 7 milli:Jn ;locbrc;s (·x1t :Jf t)5.2. ::<illi::m hact.-:Jres) in A.fghanist::m, n:1d o.n 

cmly sliehtly 3:-:nller ur:J':J:Jrti:m. in P.1kista.n are ·:tffect-Jd. This v'1st r1.rea 

c 1nn:Jt be used ·.'lfficiJllGly f:Jr Clfl'l CJt:ler 'L':x:d. pr:Jclucti::m system, and if its 

past:Jro.l uso c~;n :J,; officic-''ltly clr.wolCJpxl, n'Jt -::J,1ly will r,>gi::mGl f:Jxl production 

be greatly enhanced, but an oxtremely im?:Jrt:mt c'JntributiCJn will b0 made tc:> 

the s:Jcio-ec:Jnc:>mic ar1cl cultur:1l intograti:Jc :Jf eo.ch cc:>Utltry. Tr::ditic:>n::tlly, 

these ·.lrea:J i"Pve been used f:Jr past:Jr.'J.lism tc:> V:lr.Jrin~~ ,:Jxtents but such tradi

ti:Jnal form> Jf :> >~;toralism .:1re 'lccusod :Jf depleting tho vogetati::m and causing 

p0rman1.mt reduction i,l pr'Jducti·vi ty which, i:1 extreme c::J.Ses, h·:ts led tc:> sand 

nccwnul:1tio'1. and Just s brr:1s that affect tho ocwir~:nunental quality c:>f urban 

lifu. The oxiJ ting p~;stc:>r3l p:J~ub.ti::m in these ·1reas is similarly an impc:>rtant 

r3s:Jurc~;. If it Hore l8st thr:-mgh E1igrc.1ti ;'1., D.'lSt8ral ::l0v.:c;lopment 1-rould 

rr)bably bec-::>me i11practic:J.l. B-::> th the natur'Otl ~md th-a hurnan res'Jurce have 

suffared in. reco;1t doc \JeJf3 fr·;1n a nega tivr2 '1tti tude 8n the part 8f g-::>Vl:;rnment 

the1t h'.ls ltd b the <;lierE:ti:Jn :Jf significant areas f-::>r dry farming, even 

th8W::;h pastoralism Hc:>uld be ec:Jrnmically J:::Jre prc:>ductive. 

T!1o techn::Jl:Jgy ::Jf tr di ti ::Jnal pas tCJrslism has, until rc:;cently, genera.lly 

boen 3.ssumod by devolJprno:'lt plo..mers t:J be w1cc:>mplicateJ, ard h2::; received 

li ttl:; ~-tttentic:>n. AnthrCJD'Jlogists, who b·:;causo of' th<:;ir choice ·Jf subject 

matter, misht hav8 .fillad this ga.p in fact, with few excepti::Jns, h3.ve illumi

nated ::Jnly tlL; .-mrely s::Jcinl J.nd cultural ·1spects of the oast:Jral systems 

they have S t<-tclicd, £~nd h1V0 '.1r::Jelucod li ttlo inf'Jrmati::m :iirectl,y relevant t'J 

the sCJlutiJn ·Jf J.evel:1oment pr::::>ble!'1;3. This w:::Jrk dc:>es, however, demJnstrate 

th,;t it is mislecding to C8nsider tradi ti·)n:ll pastoralism ss a si.1gle .form 

:Jf land use. It c::nnprehonds a. Hid,) ro.n;}3 ::::>f VCJ.riati::m '::lf Dractice thCJ. t needs 

to be u ... >lderst::J·:J-1 in terms )1~ th.-:; variation icl !E>tur·1l C:Jcdi ti::Jns, anim3l species 

~md their ec'::ll:Jc-'], m:-:rket av-1ilabili ty -'3.nd cultural valuG::J. In c:>rdor tCJ r.L1ko 

efficient use :Jf natur'l.l :src:<;3ing, which v:.:tries tm:;,o::Jrall_y 'ind spatially 

acc8rding t:J seas·Jn, t:Jp'::l;:cr:J.phy atl'l l:Jti tu:ie, ffi:)St f-:-:rrns Jf tr:Jdi tic:>n8.l 

p8.st8r~,lism i'J.VCJlvo:::: seasJn.-11 ill'::lVGlilGdt. The c>p•acieD ;f d::Jm,Jstic.qted :mimal 

(the usu3.l rnngo ·)f ch::Jice is sheep, g:Jats, c~1ttle ')r C'lmels) that P':tstc:>ralists 

/ch:Jc:>se 
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cultura.l V1lL12.:' Jll tlk ·n'12:::'. Tiw deci.:Ji.J'1 t.::J prJduce; f)3rticu1Jr )'r'Jducts 

dup:=:nd,:; Jn tho <;'lrTIU V"ri -c'Jl ;'=:. The: str::Jt.;;;i,~~= ::_)f tr di tiY1:1l !sSt'Jr.lliat::;, 

v::trLtblu.::, \Jhicl: J.lSJ ::kt.-or:nicY:> pGrca;Jti::JJ1 an:l ')'J8nne:J3 t,J i:--"trxluc:.:d. c;'Lmgo. 

HCJw these ~3 tr·1t:Jgi03 -:war it.:C> di t:li•1 tlw c:ntgzt .J;~ th :.'k: v :r·i ::.!:Jlo.3 is the cCJre 

PrCJduc ti CJn 

Iran ho.s a tCJt'tl huu·_'r1 :J-:Jf'Ulc.;.ti:;n Jf 3b:J!ct· 31,. milli:Jn ·:md 3n :.w·:;rag'J 

P8r:' capik '~3P (1975) :JquivaL:nt tJ ;~,'JS 1,65n. Ia terms •f VJlume, d~Yne:::;tic 

pr::duct ( GDF) in recent .'!80r:J h:J.s bo.Jn grJ\Jin1: ::~t b :;h..roen 10 p;:;r cent and 

15 f'dr Ce:1t por c·HmUrn. 1;Jhon ch,_mgz.JS i·1 i 1t0rnati:m:tl ~!il pric::l.l ·u7e t::l-ken 

int:J acc:mnt, nati ::Jru.l pr::lduct ( G''ir) has :;.3erl gr::JVJinr; ·1t ' ru te in excess ::Jf 

35 per cr;ut, but there is gru.::Jt V'iriati::m ::;f c_;;r:;wth in successive years. S::J1:1e 

40-50 per ceilt :>f C1-DF ::->riGin:1tea iYJ. the p,;tr::;leum .sect:;r an::l ::;n1y J.b::Jut 10-15 

per cent in nGric'J.lturo. !3nt 5S ;•or ce:1t ;f Iran's hum,Jn :)')pul'3ti::Jn live in 

rural areas; ':'.nJ. th<.::ir per c;:,ni to. oxpendi ture is :Jnl~,- c1b::Jut 25-50 per cent ·Jf 

the aver:.tge in urbm weas. A;:O .::1ic,nt be ;xnectel t>to emit-rati-:Jn r:1ta fr::J::J 

F::Jr examol:_; r'<_:;c::;rd;::d irJ>::Jrts Jt' meat ·.md livo.Jt,c1-. :"'Jr sl-ught·::.r increased, 

in v::;lume terms, Of 1 fn·:: t:Jr ::;i.' tw:J b.:ot·,vec.::n 1970 c1td 1')71+, <Dnunting t::; 65,000 

·c'Jns (ab::nlt 12 per cent 'jf t'Jt·1l ,-Jeat cCJrwur:r•ti:Jn) ::JL :ne;-~t-ocwivalerJt in the 

p'Jpu1ati:m, <:tn::l. Jn lV:i c:·C)n')m;;- =ma nxles )f' pr::ducti:J:'1 ·.~re i'1C'J!1!Dlete. The 

best recent estir~J3.tes ( rel::d:.in:~ t'J 

/Type 
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Jl.J 
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a/ ExcluJing the ,yc:J.r 1 s '>r'Jducts. 
}2/ ?em:1los ::>f r•Jpr-::Jductive ag•J. 

'?amale animals 
( milli:::ms )b/ 

ll).G 

9.0 

J.l 
n.a. 

Of this t'Jtal nati::>nal rUQinant liv0st::>ck p::>nulati'Jn 'Jf 53 milli'Jn 

(87 per cent 

are inv::>lved 

"Jf 

iv, u 

which 

maj::>r 

::.r•.J shoep and ~'Jats), it is estimJ.ted that 50-60 per cent 

SG'iS'JnCJ.l ( n::>madic ::>r transhu111ant) migrat::>ry m'Jvements 

A recent estimate puts the number 'Jf tent dwelling 

n'Jmadic past::>rc:tlists in Iran at 700,000. S::>me 25 per cent ::>fall sheep and 

goats and 18 per cent ::>f cattle are thought t::> bel::>ng t::> n'Jmads and 13 per cent 

::>f th8 remainder belong to pe::>ple with'Jut land. Am::>ng farmers, smsll land 

::>wnors (less than 10 ha) c::>ntr::>l !.y2 CJ.nd 54 per cent respectively ::>f the nati'Jnal 

t::>tal ::>f small rUQinants and c~ttle. This c::>nfirms the general impressi::>n 

gained that extensive animal husb:m::lry f::>r meat is in the hanJs ::>f sm3ll land 

::>wners, landless and transhu:nant ::>r nomaJic pa~~t::>ralists. The average h::>lding 

among settled pastoralists is 24 head (sheep CJ.nd cattle). Herds ::>f m'Jre than 

between grazing areas. 

50 head make un only 32 per ce:1t 'Jf n'Jn-1nmadic small rUQinants. Am'Jng non

n::>mads, 'Jvmership ::>f C3ttle is fairly evenly distributed ( 90 per cent ::>f 311 

cattle being ::>wned in h::>lJings ::>f less than 11 in number, 3nd 55 ner cent in 

herds '::lf less than 5). Th8 ::>wnership ::>f sheep and g::>ots by n'Jn-n::>mads is 

rather m::>re o::>ncentrat8::1, 32 per cent being ::>uned in h'Jliings 'Jf m'Jre them 50 

in number. The degree '::lf c 'ncentrati:::m "Jf ::>wn·,:;rship 'Jf the fl::>cks 'Jf n::>maJs 

is n::>t kn'Jwn but is likely to be m'Jre c-:Jncentrated because nc::Jmo.ds are generally 

more speci~lized. 

Available figures, which ,nay be used as a guide t::> the main ~')roducti::>n 

parsmeters 'Jf tho nati::>nal herd as a lJh::>le .:Jre: 

/Calving 
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Goats Cattle 

C alving/lambi:1g ra~/ ( percentar~e) 80 92 
Mortality - lambs ( pc;rcenktg3) 15 

Up to l y:.-<rd including l:=tmbs/co.lves 20-25 

Adult 5 

Average including lambs/calvess/ 13 ll lo9/ 

Offtaki::; r'l tt?/ (perc an tags) 2·; 30 u~l?/ 

Meat tonnage produced ( carca.ss) 
ia thousand tcms 180 60 80 

Average carcass weight in kg 18 12.7 87 

Milk ( l, 000 tons) 500 250 800 

Wool (1,000 tons) , 48 

T'Jotes: .9./ Live young born as percentage of braeding fGmales, 
b/ Includes e::pecialized dairy herds. 
g/ Expressed. as percentage of tJt>Jl ponulation including 

those born in current ye~r. 

The v-::lue of extensive animEll husbandry nroducti::m is of the order of 

Rls 80 billion, of which 55~4 per cent is from sheep, 28.8 per cent from cattle 

and 15.8 per cent from g::Jats. The average gr::Jss product per female animal 

is ar::Jund: 

Rls 7,500 ($US 106) for local cattle; 
Rls 2,300 (:$u.s 32;50) f::Jr sheep; 
Rls 1,400 ($US 20) f::Jr g::Jats. 

Prices of me3t and milk products have risen 3harply in recent years, 

probably doubling in the last f::Jur or five years (a peri::Jd during which retail 

prices generally r::JS(l by 50 per cent). Heat prices - at or ne0.r the n farm

gate" - are in. the foll::Jwing range: 

Live sheep: 
Ghee (clarified butter): 
Cheese: 

$US 1.1-1.4 (Rls 80-100) per kg live weight. 
$US 7 - 10 (Rls 500-700) per kg. 
~us 2.4-3.5 (Rls 170-240) per kg. 

If we assume that it takes 28 li tres ')f milk to make ::me kil::Jgramme of 

ghee, and from this quantity an addi ti::mal l kilogr::nnLJe ::Jf cheese-like pr::Jducts 

are made, this givc3s a value to raw milk (with:mt lo.bour) of ab::mt $US 0.34-

0.48 (Rls 24-33) per kg. 

/Seventy-five 
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Seventy-five por ce::1t -Jf tho btol tc;rri bry :-Jf Iran is classified as 

raneseland 'Jr desert. I'ho pr:Jpc:>rti-:m 'Jf -t;)tal lives t:Jck fGed C:Jntributed by 

these ar__;:_-,s has rocently been aati:catei at 63.5 per c:.;nt, the r0~ainder c:Jming 

frc:>m cereals an:l f:Jdder crc:>pG (11.8 per cont), :J.gricultural by-pr:Jducts (23.3 

per cent), and indu;;trial by-pr'Jducts ( 1.4 per cent) 1 

Fr:Jm the purely ecc:>l:Jgical pC!int c:>f view, the tr:di tic:>rYtl i':Jrms :Jf 

p:1s br::tlism 3re pr:Jne tc:> c:>vergrazing which, in many cases, has led t:J l:Jng-

term deteric:>ration of the vegetation cover and c'Jnsequent erosion :Jf the soil. 

From the socio-ec:Jn:Jmic point of view, although there ore :Jbvious inadequacies 

in most tradi ti::mal forms 'Jf pastoralism, such as thE; stand:~rd 'Jf living, there 

is no alternativ0 cmy of making productive use :Jf thGse·voJJt areas. Further, 

there is in fact very little exact detailed inform~tion :Jn the rel3ti:Jnship 

between traditional pastoral strategies and vsgetati:m trends CJVer a significant 

period. 

Background 

Past:Jralism is in many ways th0 'Jpposite 'Jf irrigated agriculture. 

In particular, since it is an extensive f:Jrm :Jf land use, and not susceptible 

to industrialization, it does not demand large-scale investm-::mt. Its great 

importanc03 lies in the fact that it can axploi t alm:Jst all land, including 

vast arid areas otherwise unavailable for fool pr:Jduction, and its pr:Jducts 

are :Jf great nutri ti:::m:J.l sig:1ificanco. Its problems lie in its integrati::m 

with national ec:Jnomies and s:::>cieties, an:l in its effects 'Jn the environment. 

Modern tachn<Jl:Jgy has tended t:J exacerbate these problems. The discussion 

here is c:Jncerned rnt with specific pr0jects :Jf past:::>ral development but vJi th 

the potential f:Jr development, especially in Iran (where bec~use 'Jf the greater 

ec:JnoiJic potential it has r-3ceived rrnst attenti:Jn), and the causes of lack of 

succ,:Jss S'J far in which :Jnce ag:J.iYl there is cl:Jse and significant c:::>rrelation 

between sociul and envir'JThuental problems. 

Pastoralism in south-west Asia presents s:::>mewhat different r)r:Jblems 

from :Jther areas. For both hist:Jrical and ec:Jl:Jgical rGas:::>ns, pastoralism 

here has always been ec'Jcnmically interrelo.ted '-"i th agriculture. This economic 

relati:Jnship has n'Jt, however, led t:J easy s:Jcial inter:J.ctioa between past:Jral 

and agriculturol gr:Jups. Despite their econ:Jmic interdependence, und the fact 

that there has been considerBble int,:Jrchange of nonulati:Jn between them, 

relo.ti:Jns between pCJ.storalists and farmers have generally not been easy. 

/This 
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This c:::mdi ti8,1 w 1s la.rt;.:ly J.u.J t::J the iifference in p0rcepti::m;3 engeni·ared by 

the iifferencos u1 lond usa. Tradi tiJnal ''JTil'- 'Jf ~Hst:::;r:::lisl"l have generated 

varying degrees 'Jf 'l'Xncdisr:J based ::m small s8cial uai tcJ with a high degree 8f 

structurdl flexibility. The nCJ::J.'ld i3 c::Jnc-2rnod \vi tL d:':'JtaiLd unicrstsnding 

in the m'Jdific.J.ti8n ~)r impr'JV•2·ment :;f the; n':ltural r:;s'Jurc·Js '1e •::-x:.>l'Ji ts except, 

h , . d + -. . t 21/ A . l ~ ~- tl ' l ' . per aps, 't'J pr:Wl' 8 ·da vGrl:l':· D'JL'l S .- frlCU vUre, ::_ln vDO ') .1er nanc, 'Gl8S 

ir1dividuals t'J :ipc.;cific re;sJurcos - lanJ an:l uat.:;r - 2nd requir,:;s them ·b 

c J-8p3r:Jte.e in :::: m::Jre stable way i:1. l3rgar f3::Jcial units, ':i'1d i-1vest in the 

impr::Jvement 'Jf sp:;cific rdS'Jurcc;s. The c'Jnflicting pr::-rc::;pti'J!'lS e11.genJered 

by these diffr:;rences have caused far:10rs t'J fear rnmado in the past, and n'Jw 

affect eC')n'Jmic planning since, ins'Jfc-u as the ~lcnnt')r;_; 8re l'Jcal, they are 

fr'Jm agricul turD.l st'Jck. The 11 cradibility gap 11 between ;;lanners and past'Jra

lists is greater th::m between plan..11ers and irrig:lti'Jn farmers. F:Jr those 

reas:Jns, pqst'Jral devel:Jpment in s:Juth-west Asia, tlDUf!h apparently sim;)ler 

fr'Jm the p::lint ::Jf view 'Jf techn:Jl'Jg'f and investm:mt, presents en'Jrm'Jus 

difficulties ::>f plan,1ing nnd ::>rganizati'Jn. But if thes8 difficulties could 

be res')lVed, the results w:Juld be 'Jf very great significance f'Jr the ec:Jn'Jmic 

nnd s8cial devel::lpment )f the vJh'Jlc, area. 

C'Jrre~tive measures 

Once again, c'Jrrective me"'sure:3 s:J f::tr h::Jve been directed t:Jvn.rds the 

tre2tment :Jf syrnpt:Jms as perceived ~Y specialists tr'lineJ in a different 

cultur;cll aYJ.d r)cc:Jn)mic envir'Jn.'Ile'1t. This percerti'J:1 has led t'J the intr'Jducti:Jn 

'Jf a number 'Jf ;Jr'Jgrammes 'Jf management and rehabili tati :-m based 'Jn experience 

in :Jthar part::; :Jf the H:Jrld, especially the Americ-=m ·:.Jest, spEJcifically 

pr::ltacti'Jn ::md reseeding ::Jf P'J')r quali -cy ra.YJ.geLmi, dem)nstrati'Jn Dr'Jjects, 

:1dministrative measures t::> decre;;:,sc:; st:Jcking r:Jtes, •Jxtensi::Jn servic::::s, animal 

health services, r_:,nd the intr)ducti:Jcl 'Jf ::J:Jre ;;r'Jductiv~: brer,:ds. l'-1any 'Jf 

these 1:Cr'Jjects havo had limited success, but the ir:'lp.lct ::>n the 'JVer-all 

si tuati'Jn has been negligiblG. 

The Turan Pr:Jgramme 

The caEJe study presented t; the :Jni tcJ::i ~-bti'J:1s C:'Jnf~"rence :Jn Desertifi

cati'Jn by the G:Jvornment ,;t' Iran, '22/ which 'tJas tG.:--c8n fr:J::l the Tur-:m Pr'Jgramme 

.,. /f::>r 

21/ _ljrl m Sp::l::lrur, Tho Cultural 8c::>l ')2J :Jf Past::Jr'll .'bm;J.ds (Reading, 
Massachmoetts, ,:_j,]i;:1:m- ·J;;:.oolay, 1973). 

22/ Departr:1,mt 'Jl th'~ Envir'Jlll7L·nt, "C:.c38 Stu3.y ·1r1 :JGssrtific'lti::Jn: 
Iran; Turcmii. Pr.;p::~rxl f-:Jr tl-w Uni t2d .fa ti'Jns S -:Jnfercnco ')n Desertificati'Jn 
( Tohr8n, 1977). 
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f~r t:;c~l::>gic :::1 D.esearch ;md i·lanagem·:::nt J_1 t,~K~ ~J.c::s.art Areas y[' .lr3.n, pr::>vi·les 

illustrative details fr::>m ,, narticular past;ral si tu:1t.Lm. The pr.JjECct CJ.r'33 

c::>mprises ::nf.le ~2 milli::>n ~ectares ::m the i~'Jr .J1east.3rn •::dgo .Jf tlle r:;entr~"ll 

Deserts. The d:)mi:::l'=mt f:JIT1 :Jf l.Jn--:.1 uc:.,? i:; ;:Y.st:Jr:::.lis,n :Jf vari.Jus types, 

sedentary an::l trac1s'lumcm-t.. At DY\)sent, s.Jne 150,000 sne0p <md g~x1ts wint8r 

in the area fr::Jm J::;Vc3mb.Jr t:J N':ly, :Jf vrhich 25, 000 bel:Jng t::; the l::>c'Jl settled 

p::>pulati::>n and remai~1 ir1 the :-rea thr::;uph the sumr.1er. 'l'herco is a cl:::ne rela

ti::mshitJ 'Jf int·::rdep.:mdence b·3tween C,he settL:i and the tr:.nl~'lhum:.:mt TDDuloti::ms. 

Preliminary rmrveys c3ugge::>ted tk;t the natural res'Jurces Jf the are!'l 

are deteri::Jr':lting and the quqli ty ::>f life is fc1lli:1g furthr-sr behind that :Jf 

neighb:Juring, less arid a.ro8.s. Tbe vogetati::m c'Jv:;r hn.3 bee.1 judr;ed t:J be 

degr-3.ded md o'Jssibly still detr:;ri ::Jr::Jting in quality a11.d quantity 0s "the result 

::>f excessive 3X~JlJil:.E1ti:.m by !:J·_)th :Jettlrd anJ transhumant ~Ylpulati'Jns. The 

torms 'Jf trade bc;tween th~ D~:::3t:Jral, agrict:lltural c~nd industriJ.l SeCt'JrS in 

the noti'Jnal ~CJD'Jmy h;:J.d chang:;,d during the bst :ic:cado t'J the ext·=:,1t that 

th:J trJ.nshulTIGnts noF find it difficul<:- t.J hiT::J she~hc::rds, ,_.:it:l the result 

th~Jt tho tr::J.di tiJml techn::>l:Jgy is beL1e;: ]_.;,siC\ officie>:Ltly 'Jr':v:tis-:d, \Jut the 

JV·Jr-all fJrossure 'Jn trHJ range hb.S n:Jt lesw:m.:d .• 

Turm expJrts substantio: 1 quanti ti·:?s J~~ livestJck and liv.::;st:Jck pr'Jducts, 

c::>tt::Jn ·::md t·Jbacc:J. It iwJ'Jrts p::raffin, c-:msumer :iur8bles, clot1E:s, sug.:1r, 

tea, small amJu,-~tC:J :>f .Jth::;,r fJJdc,, f·~:rt::_liz-,_;r;=; ac1J feed b0rle2r· Alth::>ugh 80 

per cent 'Jf the aniwo.ls th,~t us-:=; tl,e ar.:;::;. IYol:mg t::> n'Jn-resi:lents, .J:JillG 30-

40 P'Jr cent .Jf the pr'JC9E::d,; .)f tlu salas fr':l::l the::;.:; a:1irx.::ls r.::;tur"1 t'J residents 

in the f::>rn1 Jf slL.::;:>h<::ris 1 wa~es; .-:n.d ·-' further sr.Jall ;:;r'Jp'JrtiJa m::;y return as 

wJrld, Turan aopears t'J h-wo quits 3. h•Dltr1:r sc'::ln'Jm,J-. Stand:;rd.s :Jf h'Jusing, 

health and i1yc;i·::me 2ra r3b.tiv8l_,- :1igh. "das, r~1t0s f·w i1ired sh3,oherds run 

at 4/iUS l, 200-2,400 (Rls 80, 000-170, ono) p:;r :_lnm.J.Jn, plus f"Jod, and 

shephc3rds als'J :nc::.Y::a S::J':J" .::id::Jiti'JCl::,]_ i:1c::>~n·:, fr'Jm this farming C~ctivitids 'Jf th·;:;ir 

Very tentativ3 ,;.Jtim.':\tes ::>f ~1et inc::>me fr:Jm c:J.c-n villsge i'1 Tur"l:-J., .Jn the b9.sis 

'Jf .::m average liv-:.st'Jsk sm::l l:JJ1.3 ~nl::h.:1g, suggest ' p~)ssib1e family inc'Jl'10 in 

tlL.t villag<J £'nn livest'Jck =~nd ·'2:;.ltivati:Jn 'J.V•.:)raf;i:lg :;'nut ·~r~s 325 (Rls ?3,000) 

per year. Such f.s.rr:J inc::>rD•3 c:Jul:i be supplGrrh::;r...tr.;d :Jy smpl'Jyment -:.>r cr.:Jft 

earnings (e.g., 

/Alth'Jugh 
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f:Jr cJ.lillUdl private --j~'WGY:t::ii-Gur::; )-.::r h-3:::.~1. Ir:: 1973, thi~; '3n::mnt.yl t.) :::b:Jut 

-$US 490 (Rls 34, 000) per pers::m ~,.)r Ir-:m c;s n w!'l:Jl•c;, tr1e t)t"tl boin:; nn 

t '" _<i!;.LTS aggrega e :J.L ,. i300 

(Rls 15,000) n-;;r hes.d in th:; rcJra1 sect:Jr. 0~1 the b.:csis :Jf thes_; ::'igurc:;c:, 

ab::mt 5 persons i::t TurJn, tlhnl it appears th'lt inc:Jmes in Turan are at least 

equal t:J, ':lnd r.ny be c:::m_si:Jarab1y in ':3XC:Jss ::Jf thJsr:: f:Jr rur::_l inc:Jmes in 

Iran JS 3 cii-ule, :~nd ,;o3y :Jp::r.)ach the lev:;l 'Jf the 1.-nrking c:lJsc.~ in urban 

are:1s, wh:Jsa t:::>tal c :Jn.:mmnti:J:1 is :)nl~r ::;t-'Jut 50-70 7;;r cent :Jf the aver::tge 

figure f:Jr 3.11 urb::m cl-:::tsc0\3S. It is r1C:Cossary :tlS:J t:J bear in mind that in 

stCJ.tis-l:;icul c:Jmparis:::ms -yf thi~~ kind tC!e real v-::lue :Jf h:Jusir1g, '.Nstor supplies 

and d::lr:Jestic fuel bnds t:J be un-lc;restir:l'~ted i11 publishc:::l figur-es and that 

such figures, therGf"Jre, ;,~ive ,'m tLld'--lly f):J.)r impressi:Jn Jf rural life. 

The nr:j:Jr ec:Jn:JiJic :'\ctivity in :Luran is the winter graziYJ.,;-; :Jf the 

transhumant flocks. B.:;;sides '1J:::ny that pas::; thr:mgh Turatl t:::J :;rt32S further 

t:J the S:JUV:1e::lst, botween three clnd f::::m_r lnJ.ndr:;d -:;f the:3e fl:::Jcks 8l1 ter the 

aren between 1:1id-October a.nd. Di:l- i:ws:nber. 

consisting :Jf aoor:Jximately 90 p,::>r cont, shoe~ ';rt::i 10 per cent g:J':ltS. They 

lamb in latG 1ebru·Jry, t:Jke full ·dvant:::;.,::;3 :::Jf the sprlclg i:1 Tur::F1 until mid

April b miJ-:--IJ.y, an-i th,:;:n sl:Jwly fJll ')vJ the;; s:;rin~ back up into the m::mntaios 

t:J the WGSt, taking S:JlTI'? sb:: weoks t:J ~')VOr L,51J-b00 k::J. The animnls are milked 

in the swnmor pastures Jnly. L:~mbir1g rcrcc=.:nt3s·3S (live births) av<::rCJ.ge 85 _ner 

cant :::Jf brc,-c;ding femalo .:::Jf 'ihich in turn 85 p2r cent or:Jbc:.~ly 31_1rvive t:J 

weaning, and in the c::1se Jf male::- tJ S3le. Cf th,3 c:mbinod s:1eep ani g:Jat 

pre-lambing flock 3:Jl'!IG 70 per '.::ent ars bree:iing '''il,~::;;, 3 per ce;1t sires and 

27 per cent re()lacoocmt fcmnlec. Tlle f?ener:?l opini:m is th:::t fl:J.;k size and 

animal p:::lpU13 ti')n thr:Jugh')ut the '"roa· 3.r:J')r1t~ t~k Sang sari is c:x1st-::mt fr:Jm ye:1r 

t:J yeQr. Varic1ti:::>n :~ccurs ia trw am-:mnt ',Jf bOJ.rL::o/ r;:::Jn3wn8d. T!-:'-is inf:Jrmati:)n 

suggests t11e f:Jl1:Jwing rndel Jf inc:Jme snd 2xpenJitur•~ f':_w ; transhumant flock: 

/Sales 
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Sale 8f male 8ffspring 
100 @ ~'US- 3-5- ( Rls 2, 500} · 

Sale of females 
70@ ·~us 50 (Rls 3,500) 

Sale 8f milk pr8ducts 
@ $US 8.50 (Rls 600) f8r 
220 breeding ewes 

Total sales 

·Costs 

One chief shepherd @ $US 200 
(Rls 14,000) per month 

One assistant shepherd @$US 100 
(Rls 7,000) per m8nth 

Feed barley at 37.5 kg./head 
(300-750 grammes/day/head/ for 
75 days@ Rls 10 kg) 

Miscellane8us expenses - f88d 

T8tal costs 

Profit margin 
(total sales less total costs) 

$US Rials 

3, 546 ·-- --·· . 250,000 

3,475 

l, '2!72 

8,893 

2,383 

1,191 

2,234 

681 

6,489 

2,404 

245,000 

132,000 

627,000 

168,000 

84,000 

157,500 

48,000 

457,500 

169,500 

The rate 8f profit as a percentage of capital employed (400 head@ 

$US 50) is about l2 per cent - rather a m8dest return. 

1Nhile fl8cks 8f transhumant past8ralists tend to a normal size of 400, 

the flocks of the area's residents vary widely in size. On average, breeding 

ewes form a lower proportLm, since some h8ldings are primarily "fattening" 

rather than breeding operations. Lambing percentages in resident flocks 

appear to be slightly higher (reflecting genetic as well as managerial 

differences). Hortali ty may be lower as may be feed costs because of the 

availability 8f cr8p straws to supplement barley grain. The value 8f milk 

production per ewe/doe is higher than in the case of transhumants, in 

reflection of the fact that the animals are milked f8r a longer period. 

The estimated value of milk output per annum per ewe/doe is :~s 14 (Rls 1,000). 

The pr8portion of the flock sold is slightlY lower (since animals on average 

are kept longer) but the 1Elit value heightens in reflection of higher weights 

at sale. A l8cal resident wh8 gives roughly equal emphasis to pastoralism 

/and 
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and agriculture in his ec'Jnomic strategies is lik9ly to have a minimum holding 
.. 

of 30 animals, mainly gx:ts. On the basis.-'Jf ;· 35 head· fi;ck.6fsheep-a-nd 

goats of which 60 per cent are breeding females, sales and expenses might be: 

$US Rials 

_Sales 

Sale of milk products - 19 ewes @ Rls 1,000 270 19,000 

Sale of 5 male lambs @¢us 35 (Rls 2,500) 177 12,500 

Sale of 4 one-year old males @~us 57 (Rls 4,ooo) 227 16,000 

Sale 'Jf 7 cull ewes @$US 50 (Rls 3,500) ~ 2£i:l500 
Total sales 1,021 72,000 

Costs per head are lower than in the case of transhumsnt flocks and 

possibly 50-60 per cent of sales will represent profit - say $US 600 (Rls 

40,000-45,000) per flock of 35 head. In fact, however, many of these products 

are often consumed in the family. 

Agricultural crops in general appear to be m'Jre important for suoolying 

domestic needs than generating income, with the exception of cotton and tobacco 

which are cultivated explicitly as cash crops, and surplus grains fr'Jm dry 

farming in g>J'Jd years. Current farm-gate prices ner kg for these crops are: 

·~us Rials 

C8tt8n 0.70 50 

T8bacco 0.60 42 
- "- ~.- .... 

Cereals 0.17 l2 

The amount sown per year by individual families fluctuates according 

to several factors. The ability to command lab'Jur at the right time is one 

of the most critical of these, and severely restricts the opportunities of 

s>Jme families. But the possibility of adding several hundred dollars to the 

annual family income by these means is always there. 

Livestock development can be thought of in terms either of the value 

and volume of total output or of livestock output per inhabitant. They may, 

but need not necessarily be the same thing, for a constant livestock output 

coupled with a declining human population may lead to a rising per capita 

output. 'What then are the factors limiting the total value and volume of 

livestock output from Turan? Prices of livestock and livestock products, 

relative to the prices of other goods are not, at present, unfavourable in 

comparison to relative prices elsewhere in the world. It is unlikely that 

/in 
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in the f::>reseeable future the value of livest::>ck ::>ut~ut will be raised by 

g::>verlli~ent p::>licies designed, as in Eur:::>pe, t::> b:::>lster (past::>ral) pr::>ducers' 

inc::>mes by ra~sing prices t~ c::>nsumers. There may be s::>me sc::>pe f::>r reducing 

c::>sts and margins in the marketing chain, but high c::>sts ::>r margins are n::>t 

c::>nspicu::>us in the present system. 

Losses fr::>m livest::>ck diseases, while not yet quantified, d::> n::>t 

appear t::> be seri:::>us. Fertility, especially ::>f sheep, is s:::>mewhat l::>w in 

c::>mparis::>n t::> s::>me c::>~~tries, but this appears t:::> be as much due to the low 

incidenc.a ::>f twinning as t::> abs::>lute infertility. Hore twins may n:::>t be 

desirable with present levels ::>f feeding. In transhumant fl::>cks wo::>l yields 

are very low, and milk yields, at an apparent 25-45 kg per lactation, also 

rather l::>w. Pr::>per data ::>n weight gai~s d::> n::>t exist but it would appear 

that male lambs can be s:::>ld ::>ff at six rn::>nths with:mt supplementary feeding 

at about 25-35 kg live weight, and that with feeding a live weight 'Jf 50 kg 

at 11 months old can be achieved. 

Livest::>ck specialists tend t::> stress the imp:::>rtance :::>f perf:::>rmance 

per animal (e.g., milk yield per lactation per ewe, daily rate of live weight 

gain per head). "Where the m:::>st important costs (::>f lab:::>ur, mainly, ::>r of 

medicines, housing etc.) are pr::>porti:Jnal b the number ::>f head kept, this 

emphasis ::>n pr::>ductivity per anim~::l is useful. Whera the m::>st critical 

scarce res::>urce is feed, h::>wever, it may be more useful t::> emphasize conver

si::>n efficiency (feed into milk ::>r meat or wool) and not performance per 

head per day. C::>nversi::>n efficiency is hard to.measure, and livest::>ck 

specialists argue that perf::>rmance per head per day is very closely c::>rrelated 

with c::>nversi::>n efficiency; that selecting in terms of productivity per head 

is tantam::>unt t::> selecting f::>r c::>nversion efficiency. It is possible to 

demonstrate this under conditbns where ample feed is available in front of 

the animal's nose, but where feed is scarce and difficult t::> find (hidden 

away in crevices and under thorny bushes), it may not be so since 8 legs 

( 2 small animals) may. gather more fo::>d than 4 legs (one large). The c::>nver

si::>n rate applicahle is then n')t 11 pr:duct per feed c:::msumed11 but "pr::>duct 

per feed available if looked forn .ll/ 

23/ Stephen Sandf::>rd, 
Pastoral Netw::>rk Paper 5c/1978 

/The 
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The last tw~ p~ragraphs argue that, while the present perf~rmance ~f 

livest~ck in Tur~n is n~t impressive (whethar ~r n~t it is presently causing 

degradati~n)? it may n~t be very easy t~ impr~ve it with~ut a radical change 

in the level ~f feedin:'S· ltlhether such improvement i11 feeding can be ~btained 

by 11 managingn (protecting, rotating, reseeding etc.) the range, ~r whether it 

will require a c~mplete change fr~m 11 range res~urces 11 t') 11 intensive feedstuffs 11 

(implying an aband~nment of the range resources to wildlife) is ~bviously a 

matt,er for discussion. But the f~cus of such :l.iscussi::m sh·::mld always be the 

need to determine the most pr~ductive use of the resources ~f arid lands in 

the l::mg term. In :my case, it is not clear whether feed is the cri tic::1l 

constraint on livestock pr~duction at the m~ment. The high level of barley 

fed (a~ innovation dating fr~m the 1960s) suggests th::1t it is. On the ~ther 

hand the low level of rents paid f~r sheep pens (rent f~r grazing is illegal 

since nationalizati~n in 1963), a mere 3 per cent ~f the value of output fr~m 

an area, suggests that it is n~t. Livestock ~wners and shepherds, in discussing 

reasons for limiting h~ldings, put the emphasis ~n shortage of labour, n~t of 

feed. On the ~thor hand, the last few years may have been exceotionally 

favourable climatically. 

The main pressure ~n existing syst,3ms ~f livest~ck keeping in Turan 

appears to c~me from a growing labour scarcity (and c~nsequent high cost of 

shepherding) arising from strong competiti~n from urban industries. The present 

profitability of transhumants 1 livestock operations is l::nll. c~sts of pr~ducti~n 

appear t~ c~me to 70 per cent ~f the valu0 )f ~utput, and 55 per cent ~f total 

cash c~sts are labour c~sts. There are ~ther non-c1sh C'Jsts involved in the 

lab~ur required f~r milking h.:;rds, although aban:bnment :Jf milking in fav::mr 

of concentrati~n ~n ~eat pr~ducti~n might not be very seri~us f~r transhQ~ants 

since tl1ere w~uld be s~me c~mpensot~ry gains in heavier weights of lambs at 

sale. There appears t~ be some sc:Jpe f'Jr increasing lab~ur pr~ductivity in 

shepherding, with the implic8ti~n that, unless tC)tal livestock numbers in 

Turan can be increased (f~r examole, by rsnge management)? a l~wer J1uman 

populati~n would be supp:Jrted by livest:Jck activities. There m3y be valid 

technical reas:Jns for determining 400 as the :Jptimum flock size among the 

transhumants, but output per head ~f sheep c.~uld be impr~ved, and even if 

this meant n~ greater t:Jtal ~utput per unit area, it might mean more output 

per shepherd. Und:Jubtedly, additi:Jnal equipment ::1nd c~mmunication devices, 

and m~re frequent watering points, c~uld lead b reducti::m in the need. f~r 
1.' assistant shepherdsii, and probably n 50 per cent gain in lab:Jur productivity 

c auld be achieved in this way, al th~ugh 3t the expense of s~me capital invest

ment and higher equipment c~sts. 
/This 
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This ecanomic review suggests that the outl0ok for transhumant 

pastoralism in Turan is uncertain unless productivity ~an be increased and 
~ ' . 

shepherding be made more attractive. Economically, the self-employed resident 

mixed farmer does relatively well. However, the viability of this latter 

adaptation during the corning decades will depend on the interest of the ·· 

younger .generation and the rate of migration to .the cities. Apart, therefore, 

from arguments concerning the ecolo8ical efficiency of these two adaptations, 

there is room for serious doubt about the survival of either unless they are 

included and encouraged in long term management and development programmes. 

That overgrazing has been an important factor in the history of the 

vegetation of Turan has been demonstrated by comparison with experience from 

ecologically similar protected areas immediat~ly to the north (miandasht and 

the central and eastern parts of Khosh Yeilaq). Shepherds and flock owners 

alike in Turan today deny that overgrazing c8n occur in the long term because 

it would automatically reduce their profits. 'H()wever, in one particular part 

of.the area, there is evidence·that overgrazing is occurring as a conscious 

strategy. After a group of nomads settled with much reduced flocks in the 

early 1960s, the transhumants took advantage of the situation and used the 

new nationalization law and their close contacts with the central administra

tion of the province to obtain permits to graze the areas left vacant by the 

reduction o£ the nomads' flocks. B0cause of the commercial nature of their 

pastoralism the tran~humants were able to adapt more efficiently to the drought 

conditions and build up their flocks more quickly afterwards. During the 

recent succession of good years, the settled nomads have built up their flocks 

again to the point where.they are forced to cha~leng~ the transhumants for 

rights t-:> their old grazing ·areas. In order to make their challenge ~ffective, 
. r 

they ~ppear to.have chosen to overgraze as a calculated risk. 

The degree of overgrazing appears therefore to have varied historically 

in response to particular sets of circumstances but derived from exogenous 

factors. An underlying constant has been the orientation of the pastoralist 

towards his basic resource, the vegetation. The primary concern of the 

traditional pastoralist appears always to be in the condition of his animals, 

which he considers to be his basic capital, not the vegetation which he seems 

to believe will always recover. 

/An 
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An extremely important but secondary danger to the vegetation comes 

from wood collection - which could be obviated by man~gement programmes that 

would include provision for alternative fuels and construction materials, 

possibly by plantation in the area - that is, by investment. 

Solutions 

This discussion of pastoralism in Iran seeks to show the relationship 

between a number ~f variables that are c0mmonly left unrelated in the planning 

of pastoral development. To sum up briefly, in Turan the range has been judged 

to be degraded and.the degradation has been laid at the door of the pastoralists 

who are presently using the area. On the national level, pastoral products 

have not increased in value as fast as the cost of living and although 

shepherds' wages have risen sharply, they are not high enough to compete with 

wages for labour at comparable levels of skill in towns (given the added 

att.raction of urban 'facilities). The result is a shortage of shepherds. 

Rural (as well as urban) population has increased, The animal population has 

probably also increased, though there are no figures. It is likely, ,the.refore, 

that the stocking ratio has increased and that herding efficiency has de~lined, 

which suggests that not only pressure on the range, but the rate_o£ degradation 

has increased. 

As with irrigation, the perception of the planners has hindered the 

investigation. of a number of questions that are directly relevant to the 

problems of ecologically efficient pastoral development. These questions 

generally, have to do with the definition of the problem and are of two basic 
-· 

types. The first concerns the significance of past practices that are no 

longer current. For example, there is evidence that past use of ligneous 

vegetation for firewood, charcoal producti'on, and constructi..,n has been an 

important factor in the composition of the present vegetation. This factor 

has been greatly reduced by the introduction of paraffin and the prohibition 

of charcoal burning. Another example may be seen in the removal of camels 

from the ecosystem by replacing them with motor vehicles. The second type, 

concerns organization and decision-making. , There is little. or no analysis 

of the factors involved in decision-making fo·r the individual pastoralists 

or the relationship betwee'n the assessments on which they base their decisions 

and the assessments made in scientific paradigms. 

/The 
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The analysis of the state of past~ralism in relation to range quality 

in Turan is not complete without emphasis on the fact that this is an isolated 

area which, although it represents some of the most favoured winter grazing 

in the northeastern quadrant of the country and forms part of a single trans

humant pastoral system with the best summer grazing in the mountains just 

north of Tehran, suffers from marginalization. The problem of organization 

is more complex here than in the irrigation cases discussed above because 

the area is used by several pastoral systems (of which only one, the trafts

humant, is economically significant at the national level) which differ in 

herd composition, in range of products and in markets, and which to some 

extent compete for grazing. Further, whereas the effects of-irrigation on 

the environment are generally known and understood, there are almost no 

scientific data on the interaction between different grazing animals under 

different herding strategies and different vegetation communities in sout~~t 

Asia. 

The most obvious mistake in pastoral development programmes so far 

has been the determination to replace traditional systems with exotic techno

logies instead of using foreign experience to build on traditional systems 

with the participation of the individual pastoralists. Once again' the' challenge 

is to develop an administrative form of organization that would comprehend 

these interrelated pastoral communities and allow the individual pastoralist 

to participate in the planning of pastoral development. 

2. The experience of Afghanistan 

In the light of this discussion of pastoralism in Iran the Herat 

Livestock Development Project in Afghanistan is particularly interesting. 

Livestock production in Afghanistan is estimated to contribute about 10 per 

cent of GDP and 30 per cent of exports. The most economically important .of 

the national herd is sheep, estimated at 14 million in 1976, down from over 

21 million before the drought in the early 1970s. The major factor limiting 

growth is the condition of the range and shortage of supplementary feed, 

especially in winter. Although total GNP is thought to be growing at about , 
3.3 per cent per annum (1965-1974), per capita GNP at the equivalent of about 

$US 110 (1974) is the lowest in the region. Some two thirds of the population 

are involved t~ a greater or lesser extent in livestock production. The 

development problem is not only t~ raise productivity but to harness existing 

production for the national economy, especially for exports, but pastoralism 

is implicated in serious environmental degrada£ion by overgrazinf. At the 
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commencement of the pr'Jject, there was almost no scientific information availa

ble on the ecology of the country's rangelands (beyond a few brief general 

reports and surveys by consultants and anthropologists), the dynamics of its 

production and marketing or the strategies 'Jf herdinfo and management of the 

traditional p~storal systems. 

The first Livestock Development Project was begun in an area of 

12,000 ~along the Hari-rud River in the district of Herat in northwestern 

Afghanistan in 1974. In 1976 the second stage 0f the project was expanded to 
3 cover an area of 100,000 km • The small ruminant population of this area is 

estimated at 2,000,000 sheep and goats, approximately half of which are owned 

by villages and half by transhumant families. The focal aim of the project 

was to raise export earnings by providing a slaughter house and sheep improve

~nt centres and integrating them into the traditional pastoral systems. A 

subsidiary aim was t0 develop co-operatives among small producers to enable 

them to take advantage of institutional credit facilities. 

The project provides for a range improvement specialist responsible 

for the establ~shment and operati0n of a range improvement centre with field 

stations. But this component does not appear to be closely integrated with 

the ~jor aims of the project. However, a particularly impressive part of 

the.rcsults of the project that are available so far is a series of reports 

that derive from this component. These reports f0 into c0nsiderable detail 

concerning the quantity, quality and comp·.Jsiti'Jn 0f ranse vegetati'Jn in north

western Afghanistan and the usage patterns and organization of transhumant 

pastoral communities in relation to it. Although they constitute one of the 

most comprehensive sets of data available on the interaction of traditional 

pastoral systems and vegetation processes on arid and semi-arid,ranges and as 

such are an invaluable contribution to pastoral dev~lopment, there is one 

inadequacy in their coverage which is significant given the.argument of this 

paper. These data·are exclusively behavioural. As such, they fail.tp explain 

the strategies of the pastoralists. They have been gathered acc9rding to a 

research design which is not socio-centric and will not help towards the aim 

of structuring participation of the past~ralisxs in the process of planni~ 

the development of their own human use systems. Even so, the data are invalua

ble and the addition .:>f the perceptual perspective could make the Herat Live

sto'ck Development Project in Afghanistan a unique step towards solutions to 

the problems of pastoral development without pressing too hard against the 

limits of range productivity. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

The two most serious environmental problems associated with the 

development of food production in so4t~ostAsia h~ve been isolated and 

illustrated with reference to particular situations. It has been argued 

that environmental and human problems are not unrelated, and that not only 

should the human population involved in any proposed development project 

be considered a resource of equal significance with the natural resources 

in the system to be developed, but that if they are to function efficiently, 

they must have ince~tive and responsibility, which is to say that they must 

be involved in the planning process as well as the implementation, not 

simply as observers, but as partners. Their particip.ation in this process 

will work only if full value is granted to their perception of the environ-
' 

ment and of their problems. It is not sufficient simply to encourage participation; 

participation must be organized by means of an admi~ist~ative structure that would 

harnes·s thG general structure of the society for the purpose of production. 

The disappointments of the develo~ent record so far derive from 

the fact that both development strategies ~nd ,corrective measures have been 

ad h2£, focused on specific projects, or the treatment of specific systems 

rather than holistic programmes based on adequate theory explaining the 

relationships between all the relevant variables. Similarly, impatience 

and rash optimism prevented the integration of research with application 

and of theory with practice. The theory of environmentally efficient 

development must be pursued further by generalizing from the experience 

of specific processes. The theory will suggest the definition of indicators 

that will allow us to monitor specific development processes for their 

environmental and socio-cultural effects.241 
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The final argument for the integration ·1f environmental and social 

planning, and for participation by target populations in the planning 

process, as well as in the implementation of development pr~jects, should 

be derived from the observation that there is no lor,ic whereby one social 

group can claim to knm.v infal;Libly what is environmentally_ 9r culturally 

right for another: but insofar as the environmental impact Jf the 

activities of one social group may be felt·by a larger population, both 

currently and in the futur~, there must be the widest possible participation 

in the political processes leading to policy decisions. 

This discussion may be summarized in one general recommendation. 

The solution to environmental problems that arise in the process of 

development requires redefinition of the problems. The problems should 

be redefined socio-centrically.in terms of human use systems. In this new 

paradigm, the human populations should be assessed as resources, integral 

to the system. Planning for development should start from the study of 

their perceptions and decision•making processes in relation to the develop

ment problem and the envirqnmental potential. It should design the organi

zation of the population,th~t is to operate the developed system and design 

it in relation to exi$ting general structures. Finally, the planning should 

be holistic in the sense. that it should be based on trans-disciplinary 

dialogues, and organized s~pra-disciplinarily. 

/Annex 
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Annex 

J:'HE CAUFAIGN TO CONBAT DESERTIFICATION . IN SOUTH-WE£T ASIA AND 
THE SOUTH-WEST ASIA 'i'RANSNATIONAL !'10NITORING PROJECT 

The campaign to combat desertification which had been evolving gradually 

in each country as particular government agencies sought to deal with particular 

environmental problems has achieved co-ordination and direction since 1976 under 

the encouragement and sponsorship of the United Nations Desertification Conference 

Secretariat and its successor, the Desertification Onit of the United Nations 

Environment Programme. 

As part of the preparations for the United Nations Conference on 

Desertification, the Secretariat of the Conference invited representatives from 

Afghanistan, India, Iran and Pakistan to meet in Tehran at the Department of 

the Environment in August 1976 to discuss regional problems bf desertification 

and to appoint a study group to investigate the feasibility of regipnal co-operation 

to combat these problems• rhe Secretariat wished to encourage the establishment 

of a co-operative monitoring project which would pool resources, standardi&e 

procedures and share experience in order to promote regional efficiency and 

independence in combatting desP.rtification processes. These particular four 

countries were chosen by the Secretariat with an eye to their overlapping cultural 

legacy and historical experience, 'their shared problems of desertification and -

most specifically- the coming availability of a satellite tracking and receiving 

station in Iran. 

'.i'he Tehran meeting established an international study group consisting 

of one member each from the participating countries, with the brief to produce 

a report on the feasibility of establishing a Transnational Monitoring Project. 

The report was financed by the United Nations Environment Programme and produced 

under the auspices, and with the facilities, of the Department of the Environment 

in Tehran. The first draft of the report was produced in November 1976, and 

circulated to the four govern~ents. 

A second meeting was held in Jodhpur in January 1977 in order to 

produce a final draft of the feasibility study report. The meeting decided to 

press for the establishment of a regional committee~on desertification which 

would function ·as the Board of Governors for a regional centre. Since the 

main emphasis in the project was the application of remote sensing technolOgy 

to the problems of monitoring desertification processes and corrective measures, 

the meeting expressed strong hopes that the government of Iran would be able to 
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host the regional centre so that it could be established in a close working 

relationship with the satellite tracking and receiving station. 

The Regional Centre will also be able to carry out other functions 

that will allow the four countries to make the best use of the total facilities 

and expertise available in the region and maintain a working relationship with 

remote sensing and desert research agencies in other parts of the world. These 

functions will include: 

1. formulating a Regional Training Programme; 

2. establishing a regional documentation centre to·complete 
national centres; 

3. assist in raising public conciousness of desertification processes; 

4. develop improved monitoring techniques, and 

5. facilitate regional implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat 
Desertification. 

In addition, National Committees would be formed, which would select pilot areas 

for the development of experimental projects. 

The Transnational Project was presented to the regional preparatory 

meeting for the UN Conference organized by the ESCAP in Ne\'l Delhi in April 1977 

and received that meeting's positive endorsement. 

With this encouragement, the Secretariat suggested to the government 

of Afghanistan that the first regional meeting of the Regional Committee on 

Desertificat-ion should be held in ~<abul. The government of Afghanistan responded 

enthusiastically and the Committee meeting was held in 7\.abul in July 1977. The 

meeting was disappointed to learn that 1ran was unable at that time to offer to 

host the establishment of the Regional Centre. However, as a stopgap measure, 

until some alternative arrangement could be made, it was agreed that the Depart

ment of the Environment in •rehran would function as a co-ordinating office for 

the project. 

The project was one~ again strongly end.orsed at the United Nations 

conference on Desertification in Nairobi in early September. 

In Spring 1978, a pr9ject document was completed for presentation to 

the first meeting of the Conaultative Group on Desertification Control, 

which met in Nairobi, May 2-5, 1978, under the chairmanship of Dr. N. Tolba, 

Executive Director of the United Nations Environment Programme. A second 

me~ting of the Regional Committee was scheduled t~.be held during Autumn, 1978 

in Tehran but has been postponed until January, 1979 and is now expected to ·be 

held in Delhi. 
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Each of the four countries has supported the project fully and between 

them they have undertaken to bear a major proportion of the total cost. National 

committees have been appointed. Pilot areas have been selected. Experimental 

projects are in various stages of formulation and execution. Each country has 

also appointed an executing agency. The executing agencies are: 

Afghanistan - Department of Forest and Hange, !~inistry of Agriculture. 

India • The Central Arid zone Research Institute. 

Iran - :Research Organilration, Hinistry of Agriculture. 

Pakistan ~ The Irrigation Drainage and Flood Control Research Council. 

In each case, these executing agencies have been selected because of their 

centrality in the c~paign against desertification in the particular country. 

The Central Arid Zone Research Institute (CAZRI) at J"odhpur, India, requires 

special mention in this context. Under the Indian Council for Agricultural 

Research, CAZRI· is responsible for the full range of basic and applied research 

related to developing the efficient use of India's arid lands. It employs a 

hundred professional scientists and celebrated its Silver Jubilee in February, 

1978. The most significant of its recent publications are listed in the 

Bibliography. In the field of environmental problems related to the development 

of food production system£: in arid lands, CAZRI is a unique institution, and 

is well-suited to serve as the scientific base for the regional campaign against 

desertification. 
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